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Abstract
Rule-based systems implemented as event-condition-action (ECA) rules

utilize a powerful and flexible paradigm when it comes to specifying systems
that need to react to complex situation in their environment. Rules can be
specified to react to combinations of events occurring at any time in any
order. However, the behavior of a rule based system is notoriously hard to
analyze due to the rules ability to interact with each other.

Formal methods are not utilized in their full potential for enhancing
software quality in practice. We argue that seamless support in a high-
level paradigm specific tool is a viable way to provide industrial system
designers with powerful verification techniques. This thesis targets the issue
of formally verifying that a set of specified rules behaves as indented.

The prototype tool REX (Rule and Event eXplorer) is developed as
a proof of concept of the results of this thesis. Rules and events are
specified in REX which is acting as a rule-based front-end to the existing
timed automata CASE tool Uppaal. The rules, events and requirements of
application design are specified in REX. To support formal verification, REX
automatically transforms the specified rules to a timed automata, queries
the requirement properties in the model-checker provided by Uppaal and
returns results to the user of REX in terms of rules and events.

The results of this thesis consist of guidelines for modeling and verifying
rules in a timed automata model-checker and experiences from using and
building a tool implementing the proposed guidelines. Moreover, the result
of an industrial case study is presented, validating the ability to model and
verify a system of industrial complexity using the proposed approach.

Keywords: ECA rules, Timed automata, Formal verification
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Sammanfattning
Avhandlingen presenterar en ny ansats för att formellt verifiera regel-

baserade system. En verktygsprototyp, REX, är utvecklad inom ramen för
detta projekt i syfte att stödja ansatsen genom realisering av de teoretiska
resultaten.

De regler som avses är Event-Condition-Action (ECA) regler, vilket
betyder att en regel exekverar ett stycke kod (Action) om ett villkor
(Condition) är sant när en specifik händelse (Event) inträffar. ECA-regler
är användbara för att specificera beteendet av system som måste reagera
p̊a komplexa situationer i sin interagerande miljö. En regel kan till exempel
reagera p̊a en kombination av händelser som kan inträffa när som helst och
i vilken ordning som helst. Avhandlingen fokuserar p̊a hur man med hjälp
av formella metoder kan p̊avisa att en regelmängd beter sig som förväntat.

Användandet av formella metoder för att öka kvalitén p̊a mjukvara är
inte s̊a utbrett som det skulle kunna vara. N̊agra av anledningarna kan vara
att formella metoder anses sv̊ara att använda och att de kräver extra tid och
kunskap. Avhandlingen handlar om en approach där utvecklare kan uttrycka
sitt system i ett för dem enkelt spr̊ak och där detaljer rörande det formella
verktyget döljs av ett verktyg som sköter interaktionen med det formella
verktyget.

Regler och händelser specificeras som indata till verktyget REX som
agerar som en regelbaserad front-end till det formella verktyget Uppaal.
Regler, händelser och egenskaper som modellen ska uppfylla specificeras i
REX. Formell verifiering stöds genom att REX automatiskt överför regler
och egenskaper till en tidsautomat som kan verifieras av Uppaal. REX
startar model-checkern i Uppaal och returnerar resultatet fr̊an analysen till
användaren.

Resultatet fr̊an avhandlingen best̊ar av riktlinjer för hur man kan
modellera och verifiera regler i en tidsautomat samt erfarenheter fr̊an
att bygga och använda ett verktyg som implementerar dessa riktlinjer.
Därutöver presenteras resultat fr̊an experiment och en fallstudie som
genomförts för att validera den framtagna ansatsen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A single happening, such as, a car passing a traffic sensor or a message
arriving to an e-mail system is typically referred to as an event. Event-
triggered systems are responding to events occurring in a monitored
environment or surrounding systems. Event-triggered systems operate in
such diverse areas as, for example, systems for patient monitoring in health
care (McGregor & Stacey 2007), algorithmic trading (Bates 2007), fraud
detection in a banking system (Adi, Botzer, Nechushtai & Sharon 2006) and
on-line gaming (Babcock 2007).

A paradigm well suited for implementing the reactive mechanism of
event-triggered systems is event condition action (ECA) rules (Ramamritham,
Sivasankaran, Stankovic, Towsley & Xiong 1996). An ECA rule executes
an action A if condition C is satisfied when event E occurs. Specifying a
system as a set of ECA rules allows the system to react on events occurring
in arbitrary order as well as reacting on combinations of event occurrences.

Using rules in critical systems implies that the system’s behavior must
be thoroughly analyzed. However, analyzing a set of low-level ECA rules
is a complex task due to interactions between rules (Bailey, Dong &
Ramamohanarao 1998). One rule may, for example, trigger another rule
causing a chain of rule-triggerings or change the outcome of the condition
evaluation of other rules. Additionally, adding, removing or changing an
ECA rule without understanding the effects can be dangerous, since changes
to the rule base can introduce major errors in the system. Thus, before a
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2 Introduction

change is introduced in the rule base, the effect of the change needs to
be thoroughly analyzed to not cause any undesired effects of the systems
behavior.

1.1 Formal verification

Formal methods are mathematically based methods for specifying and
verifying system behavior. Developers of complex applications can increase
their product and process quality by utilizing a formal method (Bowen
& Hinchey 2006). Several papers propose that formal methods provide
means for preventing errors from entering the system in the early phases
of development (Bowen & Hinchey 1998, Hall 1996). Nevertheless, formal
methods are not used in their full potential in industry. Some of the reasons
may be the high knowledge threshold one needs to pass to be able to use
them and the extra time it may take to construct the specifications (Baresi,
Orso & Pezze 1997).

Several CASE tools exist supporting different types of formal meth-
ods, for example, Uppaal (Bengtsson, Larsen, Pettersson & Wang 1996)
and Kronos (Daws, Olivero, Tripakis & Yovine 1996) supporting ver-
ification of timed automata, SPIN for verifying asynchronous process
systems (Holzmann 1997) and Higher Order Logic (HOL) theorem prover
(hol.sourceforge.net).

If, for example, the behavior of a system is modeled as a timed automaton
in Uppaal, the built-in model-checker can be utilized to automatically verify
that the model of the system fulfills specified requirement properties. For
example, the model-checker can be used to verify that two processes can not
simultaneously execute in a critical section, or that a specific state will be
reached given specified input symbols.

For the purpose of rule analysis, the drawback of tools supporting formal
methods is that none of the existing tools is tailored for analyzing rule-based
applications.

1.2 Application specific properties

A large body of research concerning analysis of rule-based systems exists
within the area of active databases (Paton, Schneider & Gries 1998).
However, most of the work addressing formal analysis of rule-based systems



1.2 Application specific properties 3

concerns the properties termination and confluence e.g. (Bailey, Dong &
Ramamohanarao 2004, Aiken, Hellerstein & Widom 1995, Baralis, Ceri &
Paraboschi 1998). Additionally, most research on active databases focuses
on how the behavior of the rule set depends on the database state. As far as
we know, no previous work addresses model-checking of application specific
properties in active rule-based systems.

Application specific properties are properties that are specific for the
current application. An example of an application specific property is ”rule
R1 will always execute in response to rule R2”. This property may only
make sense for one single application. Additionally, for rules triggered
by a combination of event occurrences, model-checking application specific
properties can reveal flaws concerning, for example, choice of consumption
policy, choice of operator and impact on introducing expiration times. The
rules possible to verify in our approach support the following characteristics:

Complex events Complex events are composed by a combination of
primitive or complex events.

Event parameters Events may carry parameters, e.g. values from sensor
readings. These values may affect the behavior of the application.

Parameter filters In systems with large sets of events to consider, it may
be important to filter out unimportant events based on their parameter
values.

Time constraints Rules and events may have time constraints. It may, for
example, be important to ensure that a certain event will be composed
within a specific time limit. Additionally, expected execution times
on actions can be specified in order to analyze a rule base with time
constraints.

Analyzing general properties, such as termination and confluence, has
been focus of previous research. However, checking if a system is correct with
respect to application specific characteristics has received limited attention
in the area of rule analysis.

This work focuses on the modeling and verification part of rule-based
systems, particularly rule-based systems supporting complex events with
time constraints, parameters and filters. The work emphasize design
verification of complex events and rules with respect to application specific
characteristics.
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1.3 Research Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is a novel approach for modeling and
verifying the design of rules and complex events using a timed automata
model-checker. The intricate details of the timed automaton model and
verification details are hidden by the front-end tool REX (the Rule and Event
eXplorer). REX provides means for specifying a set of rules and complex
events in a graphical rule-based language. Additionally, application specific
requirement properties of the rule set can be specified in terms of rules and
events in REX. The model and the properties are automatically transformed
to timed automata and the model-checker in Uppaal is utilized to verify that
the model confirms to specified requirement properties.

The intent of the thesis is to lower the knowledge threshold developers
need to pass in order to utilize the power of model-checking. Instead
of developing a new formal theory of analyzing rules, the well founded
theory of timed automata is utilized. Developers specify their application
and verification properties in REX. Details about the timed automata
representation are completely hidden from the users of REX requiring no
prior knowledge in formal methods to perform, for example, termination
analysis of the rule set.

In the context of using REX for verifying rule-based systems and complex
events in a timed automaton model-checker, experiments are performed
and new algorithms are developed in order to investigate and optimize this
approach. Finally, experiences from using the approach in a case study
performed on a system with industrial complexity are reported.

The contributions of this thesis are summarized in the following bullets:

• Guidelines are developed for how to model rules, complex events and
requirement properties in timed automata (Ericsson, Nilsson & Andler
2003).

• An approach is developed for how to tailor existing property patterns
for CTL (Dwyer, Avrunin & Corbett 1998) in order to raise the
abstraction level of requirement properties expressed as rules and
events (Ericsson, Pettersson, Berndtsson & Seiriö 2007).

• The prototype REX is developed as a proof of concepts of the thesis
results. The guidelines and the approach for describing requirement
properties presented in this thesis are implemented in REX. (Ericsson
& Berndtsson 2007)
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• An approach is developed for how to detect design errors in rules and
complex events using REX and Uppaal (Ericsson & Berndtsson 2006)

• An algorithm for optimizing the size of the set of rules transformed to
the timed automata specification in order to reduce the search space
for the model-checker is developed. The algorithm is implemented as a
preprocessor in REX (Ericsson, Berndtsson, Pettersson & Pettersson
2008).

• Results from experiments concerning how well a rule-based specifica-
tion scales when it is analyzed in timed automata.

• Results and experiences from a case study concerning modeling and
formally analyzing a system of industrial complexity using REX. The
number of existing work reporting experiences from modeling large
rule-based systems are few. Previous work considering experiments on
rule-based system mainly targets ”toy size” systems (Ericsson 2008,
Ericsson et al. 2008).

• A simulator is developed as a sub-functionality in REX where the
model-checker in Uppaal is utilized to retrieve a step-by-step simula-
tion of the behavior of the specified set of rules.

The conclusions drawn from the experience of building REX and using it
in experiments and in a case study are summarized in the following bullets:

• Using a paradigm specific front-end to a formal CASE tool is a feasible
way of facilitating the use of formal methods in practice.

• Iteratively model-checking a systems requirement properties during
development of rule-based systems helps developers to cope with the
complexity of interacting rules and complex events.

• Using a paradigm specific front-end enables paradigm specific opti-
mization of the timed automata model.

1.4 Thesis outline

This thesis is organized according to the following outline. Chapter 2
provides background information and defines terminology used throughout
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this thesis. Chapter 3 defines the thesis problem and the aim and objectives
stated for the work performed in this thesis. In chapter 4 guidelines for
how to model and verify rules and complex events in Uppaal are presented
while chapter 5 presents the tool REX implementing the guidelines. Chapter
6 explains how REX can be used for analyzing rules followed by results from
a case study presented in chapter 7. In chapter 8, related work is presented
followed by chapter 9 containing discussions and conclusion.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter contains necessary theoretical background for this thesis. The
background concerns two different areas. The first area concerning rules and
rule analysis is presented in 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.1 provides information
about rules, complex events, active databases and complex event engines
while Section 2.2 provides information about problems with rule analysis
and previous solutions for solving these problems.

The second area, starting with Section 2.3 provides necessary background
knowledge about formal methods, focusing on timed automata and the
timed automata CASE tool Uppaal. Additionally, background knowledge
concerning construction of formal requirement properties is provided.

2.1 Rules

An Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule responds to occurrences (events) by
executing a sequence of code (action) if a specified condition is true when
the event occurs. In this thesis, an event is said to occur when the even is
detected by the system.

ECA rules enable reactive behavior to be specified and managed within
a single rule base instead of being implemented in different programs.
The approach of gathering the reactive behavior in a rule base facilitates
maintenance and reconfigurability since changes are performed in one single
place (Stonebraker 1992).

7
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Applications constructed as a set of ECA-rules were introduced as
a reactive mechanism in active databases in the late ’80s. During the
’90s concrete systems for combining active database capability with real-
time constraints emerged and active real-time databases such as Polyhedra
(Polyhedra 2005), DeeDS (Andler, Hansson, Eriksson, Mellin, Berndtsson &
Eftring 1996) and REACH (Buchmann, Branding, Kudrass & Zimmermann
1992) evolved.

Today, several commercial systems and standards, for example, Oracle
(Oracle 2005), Polyhedra (Polyhedra 2005) and the ANSI/ISO SQL 99
standard, have support for ECA rules (also known as triggers). Lately,
research on active rules has taken a broader scope than active database
systems. Rules are decoupled from the large monolithic database platform,
making it possible to use the rule-based paradigm for a larger set of
applications that are not dependent on database facilities (Gatziu, Koschel,
von Bültzingsloewen & Fritschi 1998). ECA rules are, for example, used in
the following areas:

• Specifying the behavior on local nodes for the semantic web in order to
support reactive behavior in, for example, e-commerce and e-learning
(Alferes, Amador, Behrends, Berndtsson, Bry, Dawelbait, Doms,
Eckert, Fritzen, May, Patranjan, Royer, Schenk & Schroeder 2005,
Papamarkos, Poulovassilis & Wood 2003, Alferes & Amador 2007).

• Specifying control applications in order to improve control reconfigura-
bility (Almeida, Luntz & Tilbury 2005).

• In the area of event processing, Complex Event Processing (CEP)
applications start to emerge that have the capability of triggering rules
when a predefined pattern of event occurrences is detected (Seiriö &
Berndtsson 2005, TIBCO 2007).

This thesis only considers rules specified as event condition action rules.
Particulary, this thesis focuses on rules triggered by events combined in
predefined patterns. A rule R1 may, for example, be triggered when both an
event of type E1 and an event of type E2 has occurred. The condition part
is a boolean expression, returning true or false, and the action part can be
an arbitrary sequence of executable code.
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2.1.1 Events

A primitive event is a single occurrence, for example, a sensor reading, a
message arriving to a system or an update of a tuple in a database. Different
systems can subscribe to different kinds of primitive event occurrences. If
the subscribing system is an active database, events can, for example, be
raised when the database is updated or by the execution of a transaction
command (e.g. abort or commit). Additionally, events can be raised by,
for example, a clock event signalled at a specific point in time, an external
happening occurring outside the database (e.g. a temperature reading) or a
method invocation (Paton & Diaz 1999).

In the area of complex event processing, an event is defined as an ”object”
that can be subjected to computer processing (Luckham 2002). The event is
a representation of a happened activity. Additionally, Luckham (Luckham
2002) denotes an event that consists of activities of other events as a complex
event. Hence, a complex event is an activity that takes place over a time
interval.

The definition of when a complex event is said to occur differs between
languages. In most languages, detection based semantics are utilized. This
means that a complex event is defined to occur at the time when its
terminator occurs. In interval-based semantics, a complex event is said
to occur over the time interval formed by its initiator and its terminator
occurrence (Adaikkalavan & Chakravarthy 2006).

In the area of active databases, an event composed by other events is
named complex event (Zimmer 1999, Bailey & Mikulás 2001) or composite
event (Chakravarthy, Krishnaprasad, Anwar & Kim 1994).

Complex (composite) events are specified according to an event algebra,
such as Snoop (Chakravarthy & Mishra 1994), ODE (Gehani, Jagadish &
Shmueli 1992), REACH (Buchmann, Zimmermann, Blakeley & Wells 1995)
and SAMOS (Gatziu & Dittrich 1993). Currently, no standard event algebra
or meta-language exists for complex events. Instead, systems supporting
complex events tend to support a common set of operators with extensions
to catch semantics in the different domains where its target systems are used.
Among the most common operators are:

AND E1 4 E2 occurs if E1 and E2 occurs. The occurrence order is not
significant.

OR E1 5 E2 occurs if either E1 or E2 occurs.
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Sequence E1; E2 occurs if E1 occurs before E2. The order of E1 and E2 is
significant.

Not ∼ E2 between E1 and E3. The not operator is limited by an interval.
The fact that event E2 does not occur is limited by the occurrence of
E1 and E3 where E1 and E3 can be arbitrary event types, for example
time events. The occurrence order of the events are significant.

An event occurrence ei of type Ei is said to contribute to a complex event
e of type E if e is partially or totally composed by event occurrences of type
Ei. If, for example, a complex event of type E is defined as E = E1; E2, an
occurrence of type E will be generated when there is an occurrence of type
E1 followed by an occurrence of type E2 in the event history. Both e1 and
e2 contributes to e. The event occurrence starting the event composition
(e1 in the example) is the initiator of the complex event and the event
occurrence terminating the complex event occurrence (e2 in the example) is
the terminator of the complex event.

Consumption policies

Events contributing to a complex event occurrence may carry parameters,
for example, from the activity causing the event. Since parameters carried
by event occurrences of the same type may be different, it is important to
consume events of the same type in a predefined order.

In the work of Chakravarthy et al. (Chakravarthy et al. 1994), four
different consumption policies are defined; recent, chronicle, continuous and
cumulative.

Recent In the recent consumption policy, the most recent event occurrences
of contributing event types are used to form the composite event
occurrence. The recent consumption policy are, for example, useful
if calculations must be performed on combinations of the most recent
measured values of temperature and pressure in a tank (Chakravarthy
et al. 1994).

Chronicle In the chronicle context, events are consumed in chronicle order.
The earliest unused occurrence of each contributing event type is used
to form the composite event. The chronicle consumption policy is, for
example, useful if sensors are placed along a conveyor-belt monitoring
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objects traveling along the belt and combinations of sensor events
triggered by the same object is needed. In that case events must be
combined in occurrence order since the first event from the first sensor
and the first event from the second sensor are likely triggered by the
same object (Chakravarthy et al. 1994).

Continuous In the continuous policy, each initiator starts the process for
detecting a new composite event occurrence and a terminator may
terminate one or more composite event occurrences. The difference
between continuous and chronicle is that in the continuous policy, one
terminator can generate more than one occurrence of the composite
event.

Cumulative In the cumulative policy, all events contributing to a compos-
ite event are accumulated until the terminator of the composite event
is detected (Chakravarthy et al. 1994).

Expiration times

For event composition in real-time systems, composite events are preferably
extended with expiration times. This is because composite events may
become useless after a certain amount of time as, for example, the deadline
for its associated action part has already expired. It is also beneficial to
define life span of events in order to clean the system from semi-composed
events in an efficient manner (Buchmann et al. 1995), memory resources may
be limited and should not be wasted on useless information about invalidated
event occurrences.

The semantics of expiration times are that the composition of an event is
interrupted if the terminator does not occur within a defined period relative
to the initiator occurrence. Consider, for example, the composite event
E = E1;E2, if the event of type E2 must occur within 10 time units after the
event of type E1 for the composite event E to be interesting for the system,
the expiration time for that composite event is 10. In the following, the
syntax used for expressing expiration times is E1〈exp(expirationtime)〉;E2

(Mellin 2004).

2.1.2 Active databases

Traditional database management systems (DBMSs) are passive, meaning
that they do not automatically react to changes in the database. In such
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systems a request (e.g. update or query) is only executed if it is explicitly
raised by an application using the database. An active database on the
other hand is automatically reacting to specific changes in the system and
performs some predefined actions as these changes occur.

If it is desirable to use active behavior in a passive database system,
then there are two possible approaches to achieve this. Either the
active semantics is implemented in each application using the database,
or a polling mechanism is used to periodically check the database for
changes. However, if the active behavior is implemented in each application,
the monitoring functionality is distributed, replicated and hidden among
different applications. This is likely to be a problem when it comes to system
maintenance. Using the polling mechanism makes it possible to represent
the semantics in one single place. However, the frequency with which the
database is polled is a problem here. Polling the system too often causes
unnecessary load, while polling too seldom causes the risk of missing that
something important has occurred (Paton & Diaz 1999).

In an active database system the reactive behavior of the system is moved
from the application (or polling mechanism) into the database management
system. In this way the reactive behavior is centralized and handled in a
timely manner (Paton & Diaz 1999).

The reactive mechanism in an active database systems can be supported
by event condition action rules or some simple form of rules called triggers.
During the ’90s, active databases supporting event specification languages for
defining composite events were developed. The operators supported in this
thesis are based on the work of Snoop (Chakravarthy & Mishra 1994). The
following subsection present the operators supported by Snoop as defined in
(Chakravarthy et al. 1994).

Snoop

The event specification language Snoop is implemented in the active
database architecture Sentinel. In the operator semantic of Snoop, an event
E (primitive or composite) is a function from the time domain to boolean
values where E : T → {T (rue), F (alse)} given by E(t) = T if an event of
type E occurs at time point t and E(t) = F otherwise. In Snoop, or, and and
not event operators are denoted as 5, 4, and ∼. The symbols ∨,∧ and ¬
represent the boolean operators disjunction, conjunction and negation. The
event operators supported in Snoop as defined in (Chakravarthy et al. 1994)
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are as follows:

OR (5) E1 5 E2 denotes disjunction. Disjunction occurs when E1 or E2

occurs.
Formally:

(E1 5E2)(t) = E1(t) ∨ E2(t)

AND (4) E1 4 E2 denotes conjunction. Conjunction occurs when both
E1 and E2 occurs. The order of the occurrence is not considered.
Formally:

(E1 4E2)(t) = (∃t1)(((E1(t1) ∧ E2(t))
∨ (E2(t1) ∧ E1(t))) ∧ t1 ≤ t)

ANY ANY (m,E1, E2, ..., En)(t) where m ≤ n occurs when m events out
of the n distinct events specified occur.
Formally:

ANY (m,E1, E2, ..., En)(t) =
(∃t1)(∃t2)...(∃tm−1)
(Ei(t1) ∧ Ej(t2) ∧ ... ∧ Ek(tm−1) ∧ El(t)
∧(t1 ≤ t2 ≤ ... ≤ tm−1 ≤ t) ∧(1 ≤ i, j, ..., k, l ≤ n)
(i 6= j 6= ... 6= k 6= l))

SEQ (;) E1; E2 occurs when an occurrence of type E1 is followed by an
occurrence of type E2. The occurrence time of E1 is guaranteed to be
less than the occurrence time of E2.
Formally:

(E1; E2)(t) = (∃t1)(E1(t1) ∧ E2(t) ∧ (t1 < t))

Aperiodic Operators (A,A?) The Aperiodic operator A(E1, E2, E3) is
signalled when E2 occurs in the interval between E1 and E3 where
E1, E2 and E3 are arbitrary events.
Formally:
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A(E1, E2, E3)(t) = (∃t1)(∀t2)(E1(t1) ∧ E2(t)
∧(t1 ≤ t) ∧ ((t1 ≤ t2 < t) → ¬E3(t2)))

The cumulative aperiodic event A?(E1, E2, E3) occurs only once when
E3 occurs and accumulates the occurrences of E2.
Formally:

A?(E1, E2, E3)(t) = (∃t1)(E1(t1) ∧ E3(t) ∧ (t1 < t))

Periodic Operators (P, P ?) A periodic event occurs periodically within
an interval. P (E1, T I[: parameters], E3) where E1 and E3 are events
and TI[:parameters] is a time interval specification with optional
parameter list. P occurs for every TI interval, starting after E1 and
ending before E3.
Formally:

P (E1, T I[: parameters], E3)(t) = (∃t1)(∀t2)(E1(t1) ∧ ((t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t) →
¬E3(t2)) ∧ t = t1 + i ∗ TI for some integer i ≥ 1))

The cumulative version P ?, expressed as P ?(E1, T I[: parameters], E3),
only occurs once when E3 occurs.

P (E1, T I[: parameters], E3)(t) = (∃t1)(E1(t1) ∧ (t ≥ t1 + TI))

NOT (∼) The NOT operator ∼ (E2)[E1, E3] detects the non-occurrence of
the event E2 in the closed interval formed by E1 and E3.
Formally:

∼ (E2)[E1, E3](t) =
(∃t1)(∀t2)(E1(t1) ∧ ¬E2(t) ∧ E3(t) ∧
((t1 ≤ t2 < t) → ¬(E2(t2) ∨ E2(t2))))

2.1.3 Complex event processing engines

Today, the high-level flexible paradigm of rules and events has attracted
systems that need to abstract and react to large volumes of low-level data
streams. These kinds of systems process a rapidly arriving unlimited stream
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of events. The event processing may, for example, include counting events of
a certain type, forwarding events whose parameter value exceeds a certain
threshold, filtering out unimportant events or finding predefined patterns of
event occurrences.

Traditionally, custom coding has been used to solve the high-volume,
low-latency stream problem (Stonebraker, Cetintemel & Zdonik 2005).
However, custom coding generally provides an inflexible solution with high
development and maintenance costs (Stonebraker et al. 2005).

The entrance of event intensive applications (e.g. RFID and monitoring
of business applications) has increased the amount of opportunities for
profiting from flexible systems with ability to process events in various
ways. Today, commercial middleware exists focusing on processing streams
of events.

Complex Event Processing (CEP) (Luckham 2002) supports the ability
to detect hidden activities in software systems by detecting patterns of event
occurrences (complex events). A banking system may, for example, monitor
combinations of events that are known to indicate possible fraud attempts.

Complex event processing engines, such as Amit (Adi & Etzion 2004),
TIBCO, StreamBase and ruleCore (Seiriö & Berndtsson 2005) produce an
abstracted and filtered stream of events from a low level event stream. Some
of the CEP engines have means for triggering a rule when a specific pattern of
events has occurred. In the following subsection, Amit (Adi & Etzion 2004)
is presented as an example of a CEP engine.

Amit

Amit (Active Middleware Technology) is a framework supporting application
development and run-time control intended to enable fast and reliable
development of reactive and proactive applications (Adi & Etzion 2004).

In Amit, a situation is a (possibly complex) pattern over the event
history. A situation extends the concept of complex event by allowing an
increased set of event patterns to be detected. Events in Amit are defined to
be internal or external. External events are events pushed into the situation
manager and internal events are inferred events signalled as the situation
manager detects a situation.

The situation definition language supported by Amit is built up by event
definition, life span definition, situation definition and key definition.

A lifespan in Amit is an interval bounded by the initiator and terminator
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of an inferred event. The lifespan type defines the type of events that can
initiate and terminate the lifespan and the conditions for lifespan initiation
and termination. The correlation code of a lifespan controls if two or
more instances of the same lifespan type can exist simultaneously. If the
correlation code is add, a new instance of the lifespan is started each time an
initiator satisfying the initiator condition occurs. However, if the correlation
code is ignore, only one instance of each lifespan type can exist.

The terminator of the lifespan has a quantifier attached to it. The
quantifier has three different possible values; first, last and each. If the
quantifier is first, the oldest lifespan is terminated, if the quantifier is last,
the most recent lifespan is terminated and if the quantifier is each, all open
instances of the lifespan type are terminated.

A situation is defined by operands, operators and a consumption phase.
Operands of the situation are events of types participating in the situation.
The operands are related with operators classified in four groups; Joining
operators (e.g. sequence and all), Counting operators (e.g. atleast, atmost),
absence operators (not, unless) and temporal operators (e.g. every and
after)(Adi & Etzion 2004).

2.2 Rule analysis

Despite attractive characteristics, such as, flexibility (easy to change
behavior by inserting or changing a rule) and ability to react to interrupts
rather than relying on a polling mechanism, systems based on ECA
rules have not gained a wide spread use in industry (Ceri, Cochrane &
Widom 2000).

One of the reasons why rules are not used in their full potential in
industry is that the behavior of a rule-based system is hard to analyze (Ceri
et al. 2000). The difficulty stems from the rules ability to interact with
each other. Even a small set of dependencies between rules makes it hard
to predict the behavior of a set of rules. Additionally, if the behavior of
the rules depends on the state of a database, the problem of analyzing the
behavior of the rule set is undecidable even for a small set of rules (Bailey
et al. 2004).

Research targeting rule analysis has been performed in the area of active
databases. The behavioral characteristics termination and confluence have
retrieved much attention while research concerning analysis of application
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specific characteristics has been moderate.

2.2.1 Termination

Termination analysis aims to ensure that the set of rules will not continue to
trigger each other infinitely. A system may never terminate due to circular
triggering of rules. (In a simple case, non termination may occur when the
execution of rule R1 triggers rule R2 and the execution of rule R2 triggers
rule R1.)

The termination problem has been the focus of a lot of research within
the area of active databases e.g. (Baralis & Widom 2000, Aiken et al. 1995,
Bailey et al. 2004, Comai & Tanca 2003). Since the problem is undecidable,
even for simple rule languages (Bailey et al. 1998), none of the proposed
methods can achieve full precision. There are three main ways to address the
problem (Bailey et al. 2004); static analysis, fixed upper limit and syntactical
restrictions.

Static analysis

The static approach tries to verify that the set of rules will terminate by
analyzing the set of rules before it is executed. This is the approach taken
in several research projects concerning termination. The static analysis can
be performed using either the context of a specific rule language, such as,
Starbust (Aiken et al. 1995), or using, for example, relation algebra (Baralis
& Widom 2000) or Petri-nets (Zimmer, Meckenstock & Unland 1997).

Triggering and Activation graphs are commonly used in static termi-
nation analysis (Baralis et al. 1998, Ceri & Widom 1990, Aiken et al.
1995, Baralis & Widom 1994, e.g.). The Triggering graph represents the
internal triggerings of rules and the Activation graph represents activation
of rules. Each rule is represented as a node in both the Triggering graph
and Activation graph. The nodes in the graphs are connected with directed
edges.

An edge from Rti to Rtj in the Triggering graph models that rule Rti

triggers rule Rtj while an edge from Rai to Raj in the Activation graph
represents activation, implying that executing Rai may change the outcome
of the condition evaluation in Raj . A rule Rai that is not self-deactivating
(does not make its own condition false during execution) is represented with
an edge from Rai to Rai.
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Activation graphs complement Triggering graphs. If a cycle is detected in
the triggering graph, the set of rules is possible non-terminating. However,
for a rule to execute more than once, it requires that the condition remains
true after execution, or that some other rule changes the condition from false
to true.

Baralis et al. (Baralis et al. 1998) describes an approach that combines
static and runtime analysis to detect endless loops. During the static
analysis, Triggering and Activation graphs are combined and if a cycle is
detected where each node in the cycle has an incoming edge both in the
activation and the triggering graph, a possible non-terminating behavior is
detected.

If a set of rules is possible non-terminating, i.e. a cycle is detected during
compile-time analysis, the run time analysis checks if some state is repeated
in the history of execution. Checking if a state is repeated during runtime
is potentially very expensive. The static analysis reduces the cost since the
run-time analysis can focus on the rules included in the cycle detected in the
graphs (Baralis et al. 1998).

Fixed upper limit

A fixed upper limit is defined for the number of consecutive rule triggerings.
This approach is used in some commercial systems (e.g. Oracle and Sybase).
Although easy to implement, it may be hard to find the optimal value for
the limit value. A too high value causes unnecessary rule triggerings and a
too low value may prematurely halt a correct execution.

In Bailey et al (Bailey, Poulovassilis & Newson 2000), a dynamic upper
limit of the maximal number of consecutive rule triggerings is proposed.
Before rule execution begins, some analysis is performed to calculate a limit
value for that particular set of rules. A simple and cheap abstraction of the
database is used together with some knowledge of the initial database state
to check if a state will be repeated in the history of execution. By using
this knowledge, the limit can be set more precisely and an increased number
of terminating rule execution sequences can be allowed to proceed without
being prematurely halted.

Syntactical restrictions

Imposing syntactical restrictions of the rule set, for example, to not allow
rules to trigger each other, solves the problem of termination. However, it
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also reduces the usefulness of the language.

2.2.2 Confluence

Confluence concerns whether the result of executing a set of simultaneously
triggered rules are dependent on the execution order of simultaneously
triggered rules or not. When analyzing confluence in a rule-based system it
is not sufficient to consider the interaction between two rule actions. The
rules that may become triggered, directly or indirectly by those actions and
the relative orderings among these triggered rules must also be considered
(Aiken et al. 1995). A possible solution for solving this problem is to provide
support for prioritizing the rules (Comai & Tanca 2003).

In (Aiken et al. 1995) a static analysis approach is provided to determine
if a set of rules is confluent. If the set of rules is not confluent, the analysis
identifies two rules that must be ordered. The user must check that the
rules commute or attach priorities on the rules. Two rules commute if they
cannot trigger or un-trigger each other and the order of their read and write
operations are insignificant. The process of analyzing confluence using this
approach is iterative since after prioritizing rule r1 and r2, a new pair of
rules causing non-confluence may be identified.

2.2.3 Correctness

In this thesis, the concept of correctness concerns whether an application’s
behavior confirms to its requirement specification.

In contrast to the characteristics of termination and confluence, correct-
ness has not achieved much attention in the research community of active
databases. While termination and confluence can be characterized in general
terms, correctness is application specific. The logical correctness properties
are stated for each individual system.

In the area of active databases, Lee and Ling (Lee & Ling 1999) propose
a method for verifying if a set of updating trigger rules are correctly
enforcing a given constraint. The method for enforcing the constraints is
automatic, however, the constraints must of course be stated manually. A
fully automatic method for ensuring correctness can not exists since the
definition of correctness differs between systems.

In the work of (Falkenroth & Törne 1999), a method for describing a
safe set of rules is presented. Since the characteristics of a safe rule set is
application dependent, a generic rule model (GRM) is proposed enabling
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formal reasoning of rule characteristics (Falkenroth & Törne 1999). Among
the proposed characteristics are non-termination, confluence, cascading rules
and condition disabling (enabling) i.e. executing one rule changes the
outcome of a condition evaluation of another rule from true to false (false
to true). A compiler is used to generate the rules confirming to the
characteristics from a high-level language.

Additionally, the correctness issue is attacked by the development of
debugging environments (Diaz, Jamie & Paton 1994). Debugging rules
imposes new demands compared to a conventional debugger. In a rule-
based system, it is the interaction between rules that is the main source
of incorrect behavior (Paton & Diaz 1999). This implies that rather than
showing states, as in a conventional debugger, interactions between rules
need to be represented (Paton & Diaz 1999).

2.3 Formal analysis

This section presents the concept of formal methods in general and timed
automata in particular. The timed automata CASE tool Uppaal is
presented together with an approach for facilitating the work of expressing
requirement properties formally.

2.3.1 Formal methods

The software developed today is becoming more and more complex and
is used in increasingly critical situations. The correctness of the systems
is becoming a dominant issue for a large class of applications and one
approach to gain higher confidence in a system is to use formal methods.
However, it is important to understand that formal methods are not a silver
bullet for developing perfect software. According to (Hall 1990) their most
fundamental limitations arise from two facts: some things can never be
proven and we can make mistakes in the proofs of the things we can prove.

Since the real world is not a formal system, a proof does not show that
things in the real world will happen as you expect. You can never be sure
that your specifications are correct no matter how much you prove about
them (Hall 1990). However, despite that the use of formal methods does
not give any absolute guarantees for the system correctness, it offers better
guarantees than any other method, and they are much better at exposing
the mistakes made.
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For a development method to be considered as formal, it must have a
well defined mathematical basis. A formal specification is a description of
a system in a formal language. Hence, a formal specification is a resulting
product of applying a formal method. A formal specification is typically
more precise and more concise than informal ones due to their mathematical
basis (Wing 1990).

One of the benefits of using a formal method is that it is amenable
to machine analysis and manipulation. A formal specification may be
automatically verified if tool support is provided. A formal proof can verify
that the system has been implemented correctly (i.e. the implementation
corresponds to specification) or that the specification itself confirms to
requirement properties. When used early in development process, formal
methods can remove design flaws while they are relatively easy and cheap
to correct.

Several papers propose that formal methods are a good approach for
preventing errors from entering a system in the early phases of development
(Bowen & Hinchey 1998, Hall 1996, Wing 1990, e.g.).

2.3.2 Model-checking and CTL

Model-checking is the problem of verifying whether or not a formula ϕ is
true in a model M. Model-checking is mainly based on temporal logic, such
as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computational Tree Logic (CTL).

Computation Tree Logic (CTL) was introduced by (Emerson & E.C.Clarke
1982) as a specification language for finite state systems. Using CTL it is
possible to reason about sequences of events. The syntax and semantics of
CTL that is used in this thesis is explained here.

Let P be a set of atomic propositions, p ∈ P . A CTL formula φ is defined
as follows (Alur, Courcoubetis & Dill 1990):

φ := p | false | φ1 → φ2 | ∃ © φ1 | ∃φ1Uφ2 | ∀φ1Uφ2

where ∃©φ means that there is an immediate successor state, reachable
by executing one step, in which φ holds (Alur et al. 1990). The notation
∃φ1Uφ2 denotes that, for some computation path, φ2 holds at the last state
of the path and φ1 holds at all intermediate states. ∀φ1Uφ2 means that the
above property holds for all paths.

The following abbreviations are the notations used in this thesis:
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∃3φ denotes that φ holds for some state in some computation path.

∀3φ denotes that φ holds for some state in all computation paths.

∃2φ denotes that φ holds for all states in some computation path.

∀2φ denotes that φ holds for all states in all computation paths.

2.3.3 Timed automata

Finite state machines can not reason easily about time, since there is
no dedicated representation of time in a finite state machine. A timed
automaton is a finite automaton extended with a set of real-valued clocks.
The addition of a finite set of real value clocks makes it possible to prove
real-time requirements of finite-state systems (Alur & Dill 1994).

A timed automaton accepts timed words, which means that a real valued
time of occurrence is associated with each symbol. As an automaton makes a
choice to take a transition, the choice of the next state depends both upon the
input symbol read and the time value of the input symbol. Formally, if C is a
set of clocks, B(C) is a set of guards (conditions on clocks) and Act is a set of
actions, a timed automaton is a tuple (N,l0,E) where N is a finite set of nodes,
l0 ∈ N is an initial node and the set of edges E ⊆ N ×B(C)×Act×2C ×N .

The clocks may be reset independently of each other during a transition
and their values may be used as guards on transitions. The state of the timed
automaton is the state of the finite automaton together with the value of
its clocks. Transitions in a timed automata can be labeled with clocks to be
reset, actions to be performed and guards (condition on clocks) (Ericsson,
Wall & Yi 1999, Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998).

2.3.4 Uppaal

Uppaal is a toolbox for modeling and analyzing specifications built on
the theory of timed automata with additional features. The tool was
developed jointly by Uppsala University and Aalborg University (Bengtsson
et al. 1996). A model in Uppaal is built by one or more synchronizing
timed automata. Each timed automaton simulates a process which is able
to synchronize with other automata.
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Automaton1 Automaton2

S2 P2

S1 P1

E1!
message=my_mess

E1?
received_mess=message

Figure 2.1: Example of two synchronizing timed automata

Specifying models in Uppaal

Each automaton in Uppaal contains a set of locations S with an initial
location s0 ∈ S. Each location can have constraints on clock values forcing
a transition to be taken within a certain time limit. If, for example, c1 is
a clock variable, and the invariant c1 <= 4 is defined in location s0, the
automaton is not allowed to be in location s0 if c1 > 4.

A transition can be associated with three parts; (i) constraints on clocks
and variables specified by a guard g,(ii) reset clock values and change
variable values with action a, and (iii) communicate with other automata by
synchronizing on global channels.

To send data on channel x (! is the notation for send), another automaton
must simultaneously receive the message on the same channel (? is the
notation for receive). Synchronizing transitions imply parallel composition
of two automata.

In Figure 2.1, Automaton1 and Automaton2 synchronizes on channel
E1 when Automaton1 is in location S1 simultaneously as Automaton2 is
in location P1. During the transition, Automaton1 sends the content of
the variable my mess to Automaton2 by assigning my mess to the global
variable message read by Automaton2.

Features

The following bullets specifies Uppaal specific features that are used in this
thesis.

• Urgent and Committed locations. A location in Uppaal can
be marked as urgent or committed. Marking a location as urgent or
committed has the same semantic as adding an invariant x <= 0 to the
location where x is a clock variable that is reset on every incoming edge.
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Additionally, if some process is in a location marked as committed, the
next transition must be from a location marked as committed.

• User defined function code. User defined code may be specified
in a C-like syntax. The language support specification of iterations, if
statements and return statements.

• Prioritized processes. Processes enter their next transitions in
priority order. A process with higher priority blocks processes with
lower priority. Priorities can be assigned to both processes and
channels.

Analyzing models in Uppaal

Given an Uppaal model of a system, properties of the model can be checked
by specifying the properties in CTL (computation tree logic) (Alur et al.
1990) and ask Uppaal to check the specified properties.

The syntax for describing that process (automaton) P has property i is
P.i where i can be a location, a variable or a clock defined in automaton P.
Given a state formula, for example, P.i < 5, the path formula E <> P.i < 5
(E<> is the syntax for ∃♦ in Uppaal) is used to check whether there exists
a state where variable i is less than 5 in process P.

The result of querying the model is either that the property is satisfied
or not satisfied. The property can quantify over specific states or over a
trace of states. It is, for example, possible to ask if variable x in process P
will always have a value less than 5 (A[]P.x < 5) or if it is possible to reach
location S2 within 3 time units (E <> P.S2 and globalClock < 3).

Uppaal supports a subset of CTL for expressing properties. In some
cases, an additional test-automaton needs to be provided to be able to
express the desired property (Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998). The test-
automaton must be constructed so that it is only possible to reach a
designated state in the test-automaton if the questioned property is satisfied
in the original model. For an in depth description and a tutorial on the
capacity of model-checking in Uppaal we refer to (Behrmann, David &
Larsen 2004).

2.3.5 Requirement properties

Finite state verification tools allow developers to detect certain kinds of
errors automatically. Once a finite model of a system is constructed, the
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model-checker can be used to verify requirement properties. However,
the properties must typically be expressed with temporal logics or regular
expressions while the model is specified as a state transition system.

Formulating a requirement property in temporal logic is challenging for
non-experts in temporal logic and one of the obstacles to the adoption of
automated finite-state verification techniques in practice (Dwyer, Avrunin
& Corbett 1999).

According to (Dwyer et al. 1998), most of the property specifications that
practitioners write tend to reappear as patterns in different specifications.
Based on that observation, (Dwyer et al. 1998) presents a set of property
patterns where application specific states can be included in predefined
specification patterns.

”A property specification pattern is a generalized description of a com-
monly occurring requirement on the permissible state/event sequences in a
finite-state model of a system” (Dwyer et al. 1998).

Basically, each pattern describes a generalized recurring property and
provides a solution in form of a formal specification template. Each pattern
has a scope, which is the extent of the program execution over which the
pattern must hold. There are five scopes defined as follows: global (the
property holds during entire program execution), before (the property holds
up to a given state / event occurrence), after (the property holds after a
given state / event occurrence), between (the property holds in an interval
between two states / event occurrences) and after-until (like between but
the end state/event occurrence is not required).

The following patterns are presented in (Dwyer et al. 1998), (capital
letters, e.g. P,Q,R,S represent events in event-based models, such as,
quantified regular expressions, and state formulas in state-based models,
such as, CTL). The following pattern descriptions assume a state based
model.

P Absence describes that the state formula P does not hold in the scope.

P Existence describes that state formula P holds at some point within the
scope.

P Bounded Existence k describes that state formula P becomes true k
times within the scope
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P Universality describes that the state formula P holds throughout the
scope

Q Precedence P describes that the state formula P holds before state
formula Q holds in the scope

Q Response P describes cause-effect relationships. If state formula P
holds, it must be followed by state formula Q holds within a defined
portion of a system’s execution.

As is noted in (Dwyer et al. 1998), different specification formalisms have
different semantics. A property that can be expressed easily in one formalism
is awkward to express in another formalism.

For example, in state based models, the Universality pattern can be said
to be dual to the Absent pattern. The Universality pattern express that
the state formula holds during the entire execution and the Absence pattern
express that the state formula never holds. However, in event based models,
the Absence pattern is easily expressed as the event has not occurred during
the entire execution while expressing the Universality pattern in an event
based model may be expressed as an event occurs, making the proposition
true and no event that falsifies the proposition occurs during the entire
execution.

The mapping from specification patterns to CTL, LTL and QRE
(Quantified Regular Expressions) in different scopes are described in (Dwyer
et al. 1998). Table 2.1 exemplifies the mapping from the Absence pattern to
CTL in different scopes.

∀ a implies that a has to hold in all execution paths starting from the
current state. 2 represents the temporal operator Globally, where 2 a means
that a has to hold on the entire subsequent path. U is the Until operator,
a U b means that a has to hold until some position where b holds. This
implies that b will be verified in the future.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, background knowledge required to understand the results of
this thesis is presented. The concepts of rules and events in the contexts of
active databases and complex event processing (CEP) systems are presented
together with known problems concerning analysis of rule based systems.
Additionally, formal methods are presented with focus on timed automata
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Scope P is False (Absent) in scope (CTL)
Globally ∀2(¬P)
Before R ∀[¬ P U( R ∨∀2(¬ R ))]
After Q ∀2 (Q → ∀2(¬P)))
Between Q and R ∀2(→ ∀[¬ P U (R ∨ ∀2( ¬ R))]
After Q until R ∀2( Q → ¬∃[¬RU(P ∧ ¬R)])

Table 2.1: Pattern Absent mapped to CTL in different scopes.

and the timed automata CASE tool Uppaal. Finally, a short summary
is given concerning the idea of property patterns as presented by (Dwyer
et al. 1998).
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Chapter 3

Problem statement

Rules are a potentially powerful and flexible paradigm for implementing
event-triggered systems. However, rule-based systems are notoriously hard
to analyze due to interactions between executing rules (Bailey et al. 2004).
Allowing rules to be triggered by complex events provides means for
detecting and reacting on high-level situations occurring in the environment.
However, if complex events are supported, the complexity of the behavior is
increased even more since the triggering of a rule may be dependent on the
occurrence of several events instead of one single event occurrence.

Formal methods provide powerful means for analyzing system behavior
(Hall 1990). However, formal methods are not used in their full potential
by developers in industry. Some of the reasons may be the high threshold
of knowledge one needs to pass to be able to use them and the extra time it
may take to construct the specifications (Baresi et al. 1997).

This chapter defines the thesis problem. The motivation for the problem
is presented in section 3.1 while the aim and the objectives identified to fulfill
the aim are presented in section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents assumptions made
in this thesis.

3.1 Rules and complex events

Rule-based systems are hard to analyze and maintain since the behavior of
interacting rules is hard to predict. One rule may trigger another rule or

29
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change the result of the condition evaluation of another rule. Changing,
introducing or removing a rule from a rule set may have undesirable side
effects due to rule interaction.

Previous work in active databases addresses the problem of rule interac-
tions, for example, (Falkenroth & Törne 1999, Bailey et al. 1998, Comai &
Tanca 2003, Zimmer et al. 1997). However, the support for ensuring that a
specified set of rules always will behave as intended is still weak, especially if
the event part of the rule is expressive, i.e. complex events with parameters,
filters and time constraints are supported.

Lately, rules in active databases have lost much of their attention
in the research community. However, the paradigm of reactive rules is
reused, for example, in the evolving area of complex event processing
(CEP) (Luckham 2002). Efforts are made in both research communities
and industry to extract the high-level behavior hidden in a low-level event
stream by combining low-level events in complex event patterns. However,
verifying that the event patterns and the rules are correctly designed has
not got much attention. Although most commercial engines have support
for logging execution traces, simulating, testing and debugging we argue that
those systems can benefit from complementing their testing facilities with
formal methods.

Formal methods are verification methods based on mathematics. A
system should preferably be verified using a formal method if it is critical
that the behavior of the system corresponds to the requirement specification.

Despite strong arguments for the use of formal methods, they are still
not used in their full potential in practice. Some arguments against formal
methods are the extra time and high knowledge threshold developers need
to pass in order to use them. CASE tools exist that can perform automatic
model-checking. However, both the model and the properties to be checked
need to be manually specified in the formal language supported by the CASE
tool.

3.2 Aim and objectives

Rule-based systems are an attractive paradigm since they enable systems
to react to events, or combinations of events, occurring in arbitrary order.
However, one of the problems with rule-based systems is that it is difficult
to analyze their behavior.
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Formal methods provide means for analyzing system behavior, hence,
some characteristics of the system can be mathematically proven to be
correct. However, they are not tailored for rule-based systems and users
may be reluctant to use them due to the extra time and expertise that may
be required to use them.

The work presented in this thesis combines formal methods and rule-
based systems in order to get the best of both worlds. A high-level rule-based
front-end is developed, hiding the complexity of a CASE tool supporting
formal analysis. Hence, the behavior of a rule-based system can be formally
verified by a developer with no prior knowledge in formal methods.

The aim of this thesis is to provide an automated approach for formally
verifying systems based on ECA rules. Especially, rules triggered by complex
events will be considered.

The aim is not to support analysis of specifications made for a specific
target system but rather to show a feasible way for formally analyzing the
design of rules and complex events. The supported language is based on
Snoop (Chakravarthy et al. 1994) and should be possible to use as it is
when specifying systems for, for example, Snoop-R (Alferes & Tagni 2006).
However, the approach can be tailored to other rule based languages possible
to model in Uppaal. The complexity of the formal specification will be
encapsulated in a rule-based tool acting as a front-end to the timed automata
CASE tool Uppaal. The aim of this thesis will be reached by fulfilling the
following objectives:

1. Provide guidelines for modeling rules in Uppaal

2. Provide a CASE tool implementing the guidelines

3. Perform experiments and reduce state-space.

4. Validate the approach in a case study

The following subsections describe the objectives in detail.

3.2.1 Provide guidelines for modeling rules in Uppaal

A timed automaton model has the ability to specify time constraints on
system behavior. This is useful when specifying complex events with
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expiration times, timeouts, delays, sliding windows and execution times
on actions. Additionally, several CASE tools exist, supporting the timed
automaton model and offering ability to perform model-checking on the
specified model.

A set of guidelines will be developed in order to facilitate the use of
timed automata when rule-based systems are developed. The guidelines will
include templates for how to model rules, events and requirement properties
together with instructions for how to use the templates. The CASE tool
Uppaal will be used to model the templates implying that the templates
will be tailored for Uppaal.

The motivation for using Uppaal is that it is publicly available, it
supports specification of time constraints and the ability to communicate
with the model-checker using a socket interface enables loosely coupled
communication to other tools. Further, the ability to model each process
as a separate timed automaton is mapping well to separately executing rules
and complex events.

3.2.2 Provide a CASE tool implementing the guidelines

Modeling information about rules and rule processing in timed automata is
an error-prone and time consuming task. To prevent modeling errors from
corrupting the rule base and to increase productivity, a novel tool will be
created.

A CASE tool prototype REX (Rule and Event eXplorer) will be
developed in order to provide support for designing rules and describing
requirement properties in terms of rules and events. The guidelines
developed for modeling rules will be implemented in REX providing support
for generating a timed automaton representation of the rule set. The
traces produced as result from model-checking the rule based specification
in Uppaal will be presented in terms of rules and events in REX. Hence,
the timed automaton model will be completely hidden by REX.

3.2.3 Perform experiments and reduce state-space

Given the REX tool, acting as a front-end to Uppaal, guidelines will be
created for how to use the tool. Further, verification of example applications
will demonstrate the tools ability to model and verify rules. It will be possible
to perform termination analysis as well as analysis on application specific
properties by only interacting with the REX tool. Additionally, experiments
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will be performed measuring the performance of model-checking rule-based
systems using this approach.

One drawback of model-checking large applications in timed automata
is the potential risk of state-space explosion. The number of states required
to search through in order to verify the system increases with the number
of states and clocks included in the model. In order to reduce the risk of
state-space explosions, algorithms will be developed in order to reduce the
search space for the model-checker.

3.2.4 Validate approach in a case study

A case study will be performed to validate the usefulness of the rule
development approach. The set of rules to be used in the case study will
be specified in REX and seamlessly verified in the model-checker provided
by Uppaal. The set of rules will be as realistic as possible to reveal the
feasibility of our approach for analyzing rules in Uppaal. Ideally, an existing
rule-based system is identified and used as case study object.

This objective will be achieved by performing a case study on an
industrial system. The aim of the case study is to validate if REX can
be used to verify a system of industrial complexity.

3.3 Assumptions about target system

This thesis will provide means for formally verifying rule-based systems
triggered by complex events. However, since no standard language for either
rules or complex events exists, a target language must be defined.

3.3.1 Event model

Events may be primitive or complex. Parameters, filters and expiration
times can be attached to events.

Parameters Parameters may be attached to event occurrences. Parameters
may carry information about the event occurrence (e.g. value of a
sensor reading) or be forwarded from a contributing event (e.g. in
complex events of type E(x<E1(x1)>; y<E2(y1)>) = E1(x1) ∧ E2(y1), in
the example, the x and y parameters in event occurrences of type E
are forwarded from parameter x1 in event occurrences of type E1 and
y1 in event occurrences of type E2.)
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Filters Complex events may have filters defined over parameter values,
stopping an event from contributing to the complex event if a filter
condition over its parameters is not evaluated to true. If, for example,
event E(x<E1(x1)>; y<E2(y1)>) = E1(x1)(filter : x1 > 2) ∧ E2(y1),
events of type E1 will only contribute to occurrences of type E if x1 > 2
holds.

Expiration times The semantics of expiration times are that the composi-
tion of an event is interrupted if the terminator does not occur within
a defined period relative to the initiator occurrence. Consider, for
example, the composite event E = E1; E2, if the event of type E2 must
occur within 10 time units after the event of type E1 for the composite
event E to be interesting for the system, the expiration time for that
composite event is 10. In the following, the syntax used for expressing
expiration times is E1〈exp(expirationtime)〉;E2 (Mellin 2004).

The expressiveness of complex events of the assumed target language
is based on the operators conjunction, disjunction, sequence and non-
occurrence as defined in Chapter 2.1.2. Additionally, the operators Sliding
window, Delay and Times are supported.

Sliding Window

The sliding window operator enables a function over a specific type of events
(or the events parameters) to be calculated over a sliding time window. The
functions supported are Count (counting number of occurred contributing
events in the time window) and SUM (aggregating some parameter value of
the contributing event in the time window).

SW(E(x), dt)

The sliding window event is signalled every timeunit. The signalled event
may carry information about the previous time period (now - dt) as event
parameters.

Assume, for example, an event of type ESW (x<SUM(E1(x1))> = SW (E1(x1), 5).
The sliding window function SUM aggregates the value of x1 parameters

arriving with event E1 in the previous 5 time units. A new occurrence of type
ESW is generated every time unit. Each new occurrence of type ESW has a
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parameter x representing the aggregated value of x1 from event occurrences
of type E1 that have arrived in the previous 5 time units.

As an example of COUNT, assume an event of type ESW (x<COUNT (E1)>) =
SW (E1, 5). The sliding window function COUNT counts the number of
occurrences of type E1 during the previous 5 time units. The calculated
value is stored in an event parameter x attached to the sliding window event.

The sliding window operator may be useful for detecting trends, e.g.
detecting if the number of hits on a web site is increasing or detecting if the
total amount of sold stocks is starting to decrease over time.

Times

The Times operator signals an event occurrence when an event of a specific
type has occurred n times.

Times(E,n) is signalled when event E has occurred n times. Formally:

Times(E,n)(t) = (∃t1)(∃t2)...(∃tn− 1)(∃t)
(E(t1) ∧ E(t2) ∧ ... ∧ E(tn−1) ∧ (E(t) ∧
t1 ≤ t2 ≤ ... ≤ tn−1 ≤ t)

Delay

The delay operator signals an event occurrence dt time units after an event E.

Delay(E,dt)(t) is signalled dt time units after an occurrence of E.

Delay(E,dt)(t) = (∃t1)(E(t1) ∧ t1 + dt = t)

Supported consumption policies

The consumption policies supported are recent and chronicle. The approach
can optionally be extended to support cumulative and continuous policy.
Additionally, specifying expiration times on operators are supported.

Reading and defining parameters carried by events are supported.
Additionally, a filter can be specified, implying that only events satisfying
the filter expression is seen by the operator. Parameters from an event can
be forwarded to be read in conditions and actions of a rule triggered by the
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event. Primitive event occurrences can be triggered explicitly or by altering
some predefined data object.

Detection semantics

Besides operator, expiration time and consumption policy, the behavior of
a complex event depends on its detection semantics. In most languages,
detection based semantics are utilized. This means that a complex event has
occurred at the time when its terminator occurs. In interval-based semantics,
a complex event is said to occur over the time interval formed by its initiator
and its terminator occurrence (Adaikkalavan & Chakravarthy 2006). The
drawback of detection-based semantics is that in some combinations of
operators, especially when sequence is included, detection based semantics
may detect complex events erroneously (Adaikkalavan & Chakravarthy
2006). In the target language specified for this thesis, only detection based
semantic is considered.

3.3.2 Rule model

A rule can be triggered by primitive or complex events. When a triggering
event occurs, the rule is executed immediately. If several rules are triggered
simultaneously, a rule scheduler determines the execution order of the rules.
Simultaneously triggered rules are executed in priority order. If priorities are
not specified, the order of simultaneously triggered rules is non-deterministic.

Each rule has a priority number attached to it determining its priority.
Priority numbers are between 1 and 100 where 1 is the highes priority and
100 is the lowest. Automata models that does not belong to the specified
system, such as the rule scheduler and property models that must execute
before all other models in each step, have priority 0 or -1.

In active database systems, coupling modes are defined to determine
when the condition is evaluated with respect to the event and when the
action is executed with respect to the evaluation of the condition. Three
common options for coupling modes are immediate, deferred and detached.
In immediate coupling mode the condition is evaluated immediately after
the event occurrence (action executed immediately after the condition
evaluation). In deferred coupling mode, the condition (action) is evaluated
(executed) in the same transaction as the event occurrence although
not necessarily immediately. Further, in detached coupling mode, the
condition (action) is evaluated (executed) in a different transaction (Paton
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& Diaz 1999). Hence, coupling modes specify execution points for conditions
and actions with respect to the triggering event and the transaction model.

The behavior of the model in REX can be seen as an immediate
coupling mode where the condition is evaluated immediately after the
event occurrence (if no other rules with higher priority are triggered
simultaneously) and the action is executed immediately after the evaluation
of the condition.

3.4 Research Methodology

Generally, this thesis presents a work of applied research since it is targeting
a specific problem related to information systems (Williamson 2002). The
theory proposed for how to model and verify rule-based systems in timed
automata has lead to the development of a prototype system illustrating the
theoretical framework. The following subsections describe the methodology
used in each objective;

• The first objective concerns guidelines for modeling rules in Uppaal.
The method used for achieving this objective follows an iterative
approach. In the first step, each rule or property construct is modeled
in a separate automaton. In the second step, the behavior of the
construct is validated to be correct, both in isolation and concerning
interaction with other constructs. If the construct is correct, it
is included in the set of provided templates, otherwise changes are
performed followed by a new validation.

• The second objective concerns development of a CASE tool implement-
ing the guidelines. This objective will be fulfilled by using iterative
system development. The result of the development, i.e. REX, will
be a proof of concept for the approach of using a paradigm specific
front-end to a formal CASE tool.

• The third objective concerns performance issues. The performance of
an Uppaal model depends on the size of the model as well as on the
level of non-determinism in the model. An experiment will be per-
formed in order to measure the performance of a deterministic model
in order to measure the performance impact of number of rules in the
model. The dependent variables are memory and time consumption
during verification while the independent variable is the number of
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rules in the model. The result of the performance experiment is an
objective quantitative measurement of the performance with respect
to time and memory consumption.

• The fourth objective concerns a case study. In a case-study, the level
of control is lower than in an experiment. In this thesis, the aim of the
case study is to investigate if the developed approach is feasible to use
in a real-life context. According to (Williamson 2002) a case study is
particulary appropriate for situations in areas where a phenomenon is
dynamic and not yet mature. The area of formal analysis of rule based
systems is an immature area where the results of feasibility studies
with new tool-supported approaches are few and of high interest.



Chapter 4

Model of rules and events in
Uppaal

This chapter presents how the behavior of a rule-based system with complex
events, confirming to the assumptions stated in section 3.3, is modeled in
Uppaal. Templates are developed for how each rule primitive is modeled
in Uppaal. Additionally, an overall view of how timed automata models
representing rules and events interact is presented. A complete set of
developed templates is presented in Appendix.

4.1 Modeling Approach

A timed automaton specification in Uppaal consists of several interacting
automata. Each automaton simulates one process of execution. Since rules
and complex events can be implemented in different threads of execution, a
natural way to map rules and events to Uppaal is to model each rule and
complex event in a separate automaton. This modeling approach provides a
flexible model with a clear mapping from rules and complex events to timed
automata models. The correctness of the transformation of each rule or
complex event can be verified separately. Moreover, extending the approach
with, for example, additional operators, additional consumption policies or a
different semantics of rule execution can easily be incorporated in the model
as long as the items interact by sending or receiving events.

Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the logical units that rule primitives are
transformed to in Uppaal and how the units interact. Events stemming from

39
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Figure 4.1: Uppaal model overview

the environment are transformed to one or several environment automata.
The event composer consists of one model for each complex event, the rule
executer consists of one automaton for each rule and the rule scheduler is
represented by one single automaton. The environment signals events that
the rule scheduler and the models in the event composer can subscribe to
([1] and [2] in Figure 4.1). The Event Composer signals a new event when
a complex event is detected ([3] and [4]). The rule scheduler decides when
a rule is allowed to execute ([5]). An executing rule can trigger a new event
occurrence ([6] and [7]). The following subsections describe each unit in
detail.

4.2 Events in Uppaal

The synchronization primitives provided by Uppaal are utilized to model
event occurrences and rule executions. Each event type Ei is modeled as a
broadcast channel named Ei. An event occurrence of type Ei is modeled as
a synchronization on channel Ei where the sender Ei! is the source of the
occurrence and the receivers Ei? are subscribing rules or complex events.

4.2.1 Environment

An event-triggered system reacts to events occurring in the environment.
Primitive events occurring in the environment are modeled in one or several
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Figure 4.2: Non-deterministic environment

environment automata. In the most unrestricted case, all primitive events
that can occur in the environment can occur at any time and in any order.
Figure 4.2 shows an environment automaton where events of type E1,E2 and
E3 are modeled in a scenario with no environmental restrictions.

If the model needs to be checked in a specific environment scenario
where events occur in a specified time and order, a deterministic scenario
automaton is created. The environment automaton may differ a lot between
systems and is not really a part of the model of the system. However, it is the
”driving force” in the model since the set of rules models a reactive system
which starts with some external event occurrence. The only restriction on
the environment model is that events that interact with the modeled system
must be modeled according to the send and receive policy for the model
(i.e. event occurrences are modeled as a send synchronization on the events
channel and receiving events are modeled as receive synchronization on the
events channel).

4.2.2 Event composer

Each complex event-type is modeled in a separate automaton. A timed
automaton operator pattern (TOP) is developed for each complex event
operator (Ericsson et al. 2003). Since the behavior of a complex event
depends on consumption policies, each operator has one pattern for each
consumption policy with and without expiration times.

To avoid a mixup between initiator events and terminator events,
variables concerning initiators are denoted with the event name and a lower
case i and variables concerning terminators are denoted with event name
and a lower case t. By using this name convention, complex events can be
formed from several occurrences of the same event type, filtering on different
event parameter values.

For each pattern that requires knowledge about the event history,
counters are introduced serving as indexes in parameter and clock arrays.
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Figure 4.3: Conjunction in recent consumption policy.

The counter counting occurrences of initiators are defined as follows (En
represents the event name);

OiEn counts number of occurred events of initiator type.

OtEn counts number of occurred events of terminator type.

IiEn counts number of used or invalidated events of initiator type.

ItEn counts number of used or invalidated events of terminator type.

Conjunction in recent consumption policy

The following exemplifies operator patterns modeling the conjunction oper-
ator. For more operator patterns see Appendix.

In recent consumption policy, complex events are composed by the most
recent event occurrences. The TOP modeling the complex event E = E14E2

in recent consumption policy is shown in Figure 4.3. The automaton starts in
location Initial. If an event of type E1 occurs (the automaton synchronizes on
channel E1?), the automaton enters location Composing1. Since the TOP
models the recent consumption policy, it remains in location Composing1
even if there are more occurrences of type E1. However, if an event of
type E2 occurs, the automaton enters location Triggered. Location Triggered
is marked as committed, meaning that no uncommitted transitions may
occur before the TOP generates an event of type E (synchronizes on channel
E!) and enters location Composing3. In location Composing3, there are at
least one occurrence of both type E1 and E2 in the event history. For each
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Figure 4.4: Conjunction in chronicle consumption policy.

forthcoming new occurrence of type E1 or E2, the automaton enters location
Triggered and generates a new event occurrence of type E.

In recent consumption policy, only parameters from the most recent
occurrence are saved for later use. If a new event arrives, the old parameter
value is overwritten by the new parameter value.

Conjunction in chronicle consumption policy

In chronicle consumption policy, complex events are composed by events
in chronicle order. This means that an event history must be maintained,
storing events in occurrence order.

Figure 4.4 shows the operator pattern for conjunction in chronicle
consumption policy. Since no parameters are included in the model shown
in Figure 4.4, the ”history” is represented by counters counting number of
occurrences of each type and number of used events of each type.

Each time an event of type E1 (or E2) occurs, the counter OiE1 (or OiE2)
is increased. When the automaton reaches location Triggered there is at least
one unused occurrence of both type E1 and E2 in the history. The complex
event E is generated, the counters counting invalidated event occurrences
are increased (IiE1 and IiE2) and the automaton enters location Middle.
If there is one or more unused occurrences of type E1 in location Middle
(OiE1 > IiE1), the automaton enters location Composing1. If there is one
or more unused occurrences of type E2 in location Middle (OiE2 > IiE2), the
automaton enters location Composing2. If there are no unused occurrences
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Figure 4.5: Conjunction with filter and parameters.

in the event history, the automaton enters location Initial.

Conjunction with filters and event parameters

Each event type with parameters has a global event parameter array for
communicating values of event parameters between events and rules. The
complex events and rules subscribing to an event with parameters have a
corresponding local array storing the values of the parameters at the event
occurrence.

The global array is named EnPar[] (where En is the name of the
event). The position of each parameter in each array is determined by a
constant named En Pn (where Pn is the parameter name). When event
parameters are included, the complexity of the model increases. In chronicle
consumption policy, parameters arriving with contributing events must be
saved for later use. In the Uppaal model, parameters are stored in a
bounded buffer. Counters keep track of which parameters that belong to
the earliest unused event occurrences.

Figure 4.5 shows a conjunction E = E1 4 E2 in chronicle consumption
policy with parameters on both E1 and E2. Additionally, a filter is specified
for E1 denoting that events of type E1 will only be considered if event
parameter x1 > 1 (E1Par[E1 x1] > 1).
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Parameters attached to the occurring event are stored in a global array
with the syntax: EnPar[En Pn] (e.g E1Par[E1 x1] for parameter x1 in event
E1). The En Pn is a constant denoting the position of the actual parameter
in both local and global parameter arrays.

When the event is received by the operator pattern, the event parameter
is stored in a local array with two dimensions. The first dimension is for
enabling more than one event parameter to be attached to the event and
the second dimension is to be able to store a history of event parameters.
The size of the first dimension is equal to the number of event parameters
attached to the event. The second dimension is a bounded buffer with size
PAR, where PAR is a user defined constant.

For initiator types, the array is described with the following syntax: I
En Par[OiEn modulus PAR] [En Pn] (IE1Par[OiE1% PAR][E1 x1] in the
example).

The filter x1 > 1 on event E1 is modeled as a guard on synchronizing
transitions. The guard reads the parameter value of the global array before
it is copied to the local array. If the guard is not satisfied, the automaton is
not synchronizing on the transition.

When the complex event is triggered (location Triggered) the local event
parameters can be forwarded to the global array of the complex event (with
or without performing calculations on event parameters). The transition
between Triggered and Check2 handles the copying of parameters while the
transition between Check2 and Middle generate the new event. The reason
for separating the copying of the event parameters and generating the event
is that the parameters must exist in the global array before guards on the
receiving automaton are evaluated.

Conjunction with expiration time

If expiration times on complex events are requested, contributing events
must be invalidated after a specific time limit. Figure 4.6 shows the timed
automaton pattern for conjunction in chronicle consumption policy with
expiration time. If the terminating event does not occur within a specified
time-period the initiator event is invalidated.

A bounded buffer (Eniclock for initiators) of clocks holds information
about the occurrence time for each event. When an event occurs in location
Initial, the clock in the current position of the clockbuffer is reset and the
event counter is increased and the automaton enters location Composing1
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Figure 4.6: Conjunction with expiration time.

(or Composing2 for terminators). The automaton can not remain in location
Composing1 more than EXP time units after the most recent initiator
occurrence (where EXP is the defined expiration time) due to the invariant
Eniclock[IiEn] <= EXP . If no occurrence of the terminator type occurs
within EXP time and no more recent occurrences of the initiator type exists
in the event history, the automaton enters location Initial.

4.3 Rules in Uppaal

The rules are modeled according to the same principles as the events. When
the event triggering the rule occurs, the state of the rule changes from idle
to activated. However, the order in which simultaneously triggered rules are
executed is determined by the rule-scheduler automaton.

4.3.1 Rule scheduler

In order to control execution order of simultaneously triggered rules, a
rule scheduler automaton is modeled. The scheduler automaton is also
necessary to avoid starvation and race conditions among rules that are not
simultaneously triggered.

Each event occurrence is registered in the scheduler according to some
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Figure 4.7: Example of a rule scheduler.

ordering policy (e.g. FIFO) by storing an identification (e.g. TE2 for an
event of type E2) of the event occurrence in the bounded buffer queue. When
the notification of an event of type E2 is first in the queue, a transition is
taken to the ExecutionLocation of E2. In the execution location, the scheduler
signals to each rule triggered by E2 to evaluate its conditions and execute in
priority order by synchronizing on the channel for each rule. In the example
scheduler shown in Figure 4.7, event E2 triggers rule R2 and R3 and event
E1 triggers rule R1. Since R2 and R3 are triggered simultaneously they will
execute in priority order (rule priorities are set on each rule automaton).
The counters R1c and R2c ensure that each rule is only triggered once. The
variables front and rear manage the positions in the bounded buffer.

4.3.2 Rule Executer

Each rule is represented by a separate automaton in Uppaal. An example of
a rule automaton is shown in Figure 4.8. A rule automaton starts in location
Initial waiting for an occurrence of the triggering event type. The triggering
event can be primitive or complex. When the triggering event occurs, the
rule automaton enters location Activated (simultaneously, the rule scheduler
puts the event identification in its event queue). When the rule scheduler
signals that the rule can execute (by synchronizing on the rules channel), the
rule automaton evaluates its condition. The condition is modeled as a guard
on the transition between Activated and Evaluated and as a guard of the
negated condition on transition between Activated and Initial. This implies
that if the condition is evaluated to true, the rule automaton enters location
Evaluated and if the condition is evaluated to false, the rule automaton enters
location Initial.
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Figure 4.8: Automaton modeling rule R without specified execution time.

The model of the execution of the rule can contain three different
activities: function calls (or simple assignments), execution time and
producing new event occurrences.

Function call Uppaal enable function code to be written manually. This
facility enables the user to include actual code in the model. In the
rule example in Figure 4.8, this facility is not utilized, the execution
in the example consists of a simple assignment that does not require a
function to be called.

Execution time Figure 4.9 models a rule with specified execution time.
When the automaton enters location Evaluated it remains in that
location until the guard extime == time is true where extime is
the specified execution time and time is a clock that is reset before
the entrance of location Evaluated. The invariant extime <= time
together with the guard forces the automaton to enter location
Executing after time extime

New event occurrences are generated in location Executing if the action
part of the rule is defined to trigger new event occurrences. A counter
for each event ensures that the number of triggerings of each event
type is correct. However the order in which events generated by the
same rule is triggered is non-deterministic.
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Figure 4.9: Automaton modeling rule R with specified execution time.

4.4 Verification Properties

When the model of the system has been created, verification properties
must be expressed in order to verify the model. In Uppaal, verification
properties are expressed in a property language supporting a subset of CTL.
In the work of (Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998), a test automaton Tγ is used to
model each formula γ. Checking whether a system S satisfies γ is reduced
to a reachability question over the system by making Tγ interact with S
(Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998).

A powerful and structured method for defining application specific
verification properties for rule and event based systems is developed by
combining the results in (Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998) and (Dwyer et al. 1998)
with the previously defined ways to model rules and events.

For each property pattern defined in (Dwyer et al. 1998), a test-
automaton AT is created, modeling the desired property. Each automaton
AT contains specific locations named Satisfied and Fail which are only
reachable if the timed automata representation of the modeled system
satisfies (or not satisfies for contradiction proofs) the specified property.

Automaton AT is decorated with guards modeling the predicates that
must be true for the property to be satisfied. Additionally, AT has the
highest priority of all automata in the model to ensure that the guarded
transition is always taken when the guard becomes true before some other
automata can change the guard to false.

In the following subsections, transformations from predicates to guards
is described followed by a description of how the patterns Absence and
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Response are transformed for the different scopes. The example is previously
published in (Ericsson et al. 2007).

4.4.1 Example application

A subset of an example application for controlling pressure and temperature
in a tank is used for exemplifying the use of property verification. The tank
has a valve that can be opened or closed to regulate pressure. Additionally,
it has heaters and coolers for regulating temperature. The valve is opened
by assigning value OPEN to variable valve and closed by assigning CLOSE
to the same variable.

The event stream read by the application contains events of type
Et(tmp) and Ep(press), that are triggered periodically. When an event
of type Et(tmp) or Ep(press) occurs, a composite event Etp(tmp, press)
is generated, forwarding the parameters tmp and press retrieved from its
contributing events

Events of type Etp(tmp, press) trigger rules of type RvOpen. When
RvOpen is triggered, the condition tmp ∗ press > MAX is evaluated where
MAX is a predefined maximum value. If the condition evaluates to true,
variable valve is set to OPEN implying that a valve should be opened to
decrease the pressure in the tank. A sensor is attached to the valve signaling
EvOpened when the valve is opened and EvClosed when the valve is closed.

The rule RvClose is triggered by Etp(tmp, press). The condition in RvClose

checks if tmp ∗ press < MIN . If the condition evaluates to true, variable
valve is set to CLOSE implying that the valve should be closed to increase
the pressure in the tank.

The rules Rdecrease and Rincrease are triggered each time an event of type
Et(tmp) occurs. If the temperature is above 10000 and the valve is set to
open, the temperature should be decreased. However, if the temperature is
less than 5000 and the valve is closed, the temperature should be increased.

The application is specified in REX and transformed to Uppaal. All
rules are transformed according to the method exemplified in Figure 4.8 and
the composite event Etp is transformed to a specific automaton modelling
conjunctions in recent consumption policy. The example application consists
of the following events and rules:

EvOpened Signalled by sensor when valve is opened.

EvClosed Signalled by sensor when valve is closed.
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Et(tmp) Triggered by sensor reading temperature periodically. Parameter
tmp represent current temperature.

Ep(press) Triggered by sensor reading pressure periodically. Parameter
press represent current pressure.

Etp(tmp, press) is a conjunction in recent policy
Etp(tmp, press) = Ep(press)4 Et(tmp)

RvOpen is an ECA rule defined as follows:
Event: Etp(tmp, press),
Condition: tmp ∗ press > MAX,
Action: valve = OPEN

RvClose is an ECA rule defined as follows:
Etp(tmp, press),
Condition: tmp ∗ press < MIN ,
Action: valve = CLOSE

Rdecrease is an ECA rule defined as follows:
Et(tmp),
Condition: tmp > 10000 and valve == OPEN ,
Action: decreaseTmp()

Rincrease is an ECA rule defined as follows:
Et(tmp),
Condition: tmp < 5000 and valve == CLOSE,
Action: increaseTmp()

Pattern P Absence in Scope Globally

If P Absence is satisfied in scope Globally it implies that predicate p is never
satisfied during the entire execution. The automaton AT shown in Figure
4.10 is generated together with the specified system and the CTL expression
ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail is run to verify the property.

Figure 4.10: Model of pattern P Absence Globally
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If guard p′ becomes true, AT enters location Fail. However, if p′ remain
false, AT remains in location Initial. Hence, if it is possible to reach AT .Fail,
predicate p is not absent in the global scope.

If, for example, p is defined as Rincrease.EXECUTE and tmp > 6000,
then P Absence Globally is satisfied if the automaton modelling Rincrease

never is in location Executing simultaneously as the value of the Data-object
representing temperature is above 6000.

Pattern P Absence in Scope Before R

Selecting the P Absence pattern together with the Before R scope creates
a property that is satisfied if predicate p is never satisfied before predicate
r is satisfied.

Figure 4.11: Model of pattern P Absence Before R

The generated AT for property P Absence Before R is shown in Figure
4.11. AT is created as a contradiction proof where ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail. A
non-satisfied result from the model-checker implies that p is absent before r
is satisfied. Note that the property only tests whether p is absent before r
is satisfied for the first time during execution.

If p is defined as Etp(tmp, press).COMPOSING and r is defined as
Et(tmp).OCCUR, a satisfied result on the property P Absent Before R imply
that Etp(tmp, press) will not reach state Composing1 before Et(tmp) occur.
In the example application, this implies that Et(tmp) is never the initiator
of the first event occurrence of type Etp(tmp, press).

Pattern P Absence in Scope After S

Selecting the Absence pattern together with the After S scope creates a
property that is satisfied if p is never satisfied after s is satisfied.

The generated test-automaton AT for property P Absence After S shown
in Figure 4.12 together with ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail forms a contradiction proof.
Note that the property does not check whether p is satisfied before s or not,
only if p is satisfied after s is satisfied for the first time.
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Figure 4.12: Model of pattern P Absence After S

If s is defined as RvOpen.EXECUTING and p is defined as EvOpened.OCCUR,
a satisfied result on the property P Absent After S implies that EvOpened is
not triggered by executing the action of RvOpen.

Pattern P Absent in Scope Between R and S

Selecting the Absence pattern together with the scope Between R and S
creates a property that is satisfied if p is never satisfied in an interval starting
when r is satisfied and ending when s is satisfied. The generated AT is
shown in Figure 4.13 and ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail. The verification property is a
contradiction proof. To reach AT .Fail, p must be true between r and s. The
property does not concern whether p is true before r or after s, only if it is
possible for p to be true in an interval starting with r and ending with s.

Figure 4.13: Pattern P Absent Between R and S

If p is defined as Et(tmp).OCCUR, r is defined as RvOpen.EXECUTE
and s is defined as RvClose.EXECUTE, a satisfied result received by running
the property P Absent Between R and S imply that Et(tmp) never occur in
an interval started when RvOpen execute its action and ending when RvClose

execute its action.

Pattern is P Absent in Scope After R Until S

The scope After R until S is similar as the between scope, the difference is
that the end of the scope is not closed, i.e. S is not required to be satisfied.

The AT for P Absent After R Until S shown in Figure 4.14 together with
ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail forms contradiction proof. The property is satisfied if p is
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Figure 4.14: Pattern P Absent After R Until S

true after r and before s is true. However, unlike the between scope, s is not
required to be satisfied after p for the property to be satisfied.

Pattern P Responds to Q in Scope Globally

The P Responds to Q Global property is satisfied if whenever Q is satisfied,
P is eventually satisfied. Note that P can be satisfied even if Q is not satisfied
and that one P can be responding to several Q.

Figure 4.15: Pattern P Responds to Q Globally with a stop state θ.

The generated AT is shown in Figure 4.15 and the ϕ = ∃♦(θ and
AT .Fail) is a contradiction. If it is possible to reach AT .Fail simultaneously
as the model is in the stop state θ, p has not always responded to q.

An alternative approach is to require p to respond to q within a limited
time period. The requirement of bounded response times are previously
modelled in (Lindahl, Pettersson & Yi 1998). If p is required to answer
q within a bounded response time, a finite sequence of primitive events in
the environment is not required. The AT modelling bounded response time
shown in Figure 4.16 together with ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail forms a contradiction
proof.

The AT for modelling bounded response times is an extension of the
automaton modelling P responds to Q with a stop state. The new automaton
is extended with a clock, c and a new location Fail which is reached when
the maximum time between Q and R has expired.

The clock c is reset when q′ is satisfied, the invariant c <= TMAX in
location Waiting ensure that the model will leave location Waiting within
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TMAX time units. If p′ has not responded to q′ within TMAX time units,
location AT .Fail is entered.

Figure 4.16: Pattern P Responds to Q Globally within time TMAX.

If q is defined as Etp(tmp)(press).OCCUR and p is defined as
RvOpen.ACTIVATED, p responds to q within 10 time units is satisfied if
RvOpen is always activated within 10 time units after Etp(tmp)(press) occurs.

Pattern P Responds to Q in Scope Before R

Figure 4.17 shows the AT for the pattern P Responds to Q Before R. This
property is satisfied if predicate p responds to predicate q before predicate
r is satisfied for the first time. Note that a satisfied result on this property
does not guarantee that R holds after P has responded to Q, only that R
never holds before P has responded to Q and that P always respond to Q
before R is satisfied for the first time.

Figure 4.17: Pattern P Responds to Q Before R

The automaton AT for modeling P Responds to Q Before R is shown
in Figure 4.17. It is an extension of the AT shown in Figure 4.15. A new
location Fail is introduced which is reached if property r is satisfied before q
is satisfied for the first time or if r is satisfied between q and r is satisfied.
The location Satisfied is reached if p has responded to q before r is satisfied
for the first time. The CTL property to run is a contradiction proof where
ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail.
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If q is defined as RvOpen.EXECUTING and p is defined as EvOpened.OCCUR
and r is defined as RvClose.ACTIVATED. Property P responds to Q before R
is satisfied if the event EvOpened occurs in response to RvOpen.EXECUTING
before RvClose is activated for the first time.

Pattern P Responds to Q in Scope After S

The After S scope for P Responds to Q requires a stop state or time limit
to be specified. Figure 4.18 shows the AT for the pattern P Responds to Q
After S within TMAX time units. The AT in Figure 4.18 is an extension
of the AT in Figure 4.16. The automaton in Figure 4.18 is extended with
a new initial location requiring s to be satisfied for the property to reach
location Fail.

Figure 4.18: Pattern P Responds to Q After S within T time units.

A non-satisfied result from running the CTL property ϕ = ∃♦AT .Fail
ensure that q became true after s and p failed to respond to q within the
specified time limit.

If p is defined as R1.ACTIVATED, q is defined as E1.OCCUR and s is
defined as E2.OCCUR, the property P Responds to Q After S with time
limit TMAX = 10 is satisfied if after the first occurrence of an event of
type E2, R1 always reach state Activated within 10 time units after E1 has
occurred.

Pattern P Responds to Q Between R and S

The property P Responds to Q Between R and S requires that P responds
to Q within a closed interval, i.e. it requires that in an interval starting with
R and ending with S, P always respond to Q.

The AT in Figure 4.19 for P Responds to Q Between R and S is an
extension of the AT modelling P responds to Q Before R.

The Between R and S scope is specified with a stop state and the
generated CTL property is a contradiction proof for ϕ = ∃♦(AT .Fail) or
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Figure 4.19: Pattern P Responds to Q Between R and S
and P Responds to Q After R Until S

((AT .Waiting1 or AT .Waiting2) and θ).
If r is defined as tmp > 10000, s is defined as tmp < 10000, q is defined

as Et(tmp).OCCUR and p is defined as EvalveOpen, a satisfied result on the
property P responds to Q between R and S imply that if a temperature
reading occur when the temperature is above 10000, the valve is always
opened before the temperature is below 10000.

If p is defined as RvOpen.EXECUTE, q is defined as Et.OCCUR, r is
defined as press > MAX/tmp and s is defined as press < MAX/tmp a
satisfied result on property P Responds to Q between R and S implies that
if the relation between pressure and temperature is above its max value (r),
an occurrence of the event carrying the temperature value (q) is responded by
RvOpen executing its action opening the valve reducing the relation between
temperature and pressure below MAX value (r).

The P Responds to Q After R Until S property is almost similar as the
P Responds to Q Between R and S property. The properties are modeled
with identical AT , however, the scope After R Until S does not require that
S holds after P has responded to Q, and hence, the disjunction AT .Waiting2

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, guidelines are presented for how rules, events and require-
ment properties can be modeled in Uppaal. The guidelines consist of timed
automata templates for rules, complex events and property specifications
and information about how to model event occurrences and rule executions.

Each rule, event and property is modeled in a separate automata.
This means that the behavior of each automata can be verified separately.
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Additionally, the approach is easy to extend with additional operators or
change if, for example, a different behavior of rule execution is desired. An
example of a formal proof ensuring that a complex event corresponds to its
intended behavior can be found in (Ericsson 2006).

The automata communicates with each other through channels which
models the interaction between rules and events taking place in the actual
system. In short, rule-based systems are modeled in REX according to the
following principles:

• Event types are represented as channels.

• An event of type E is said to occur when there is a synchronization on
the channel representing event type E.

• Each complex event is modeled in a separate automaton.

• Each rule is modeled in a separate automaton.

• A designated rule scheduler automaton controls rule execution.

• Each verification property is modeled as a separate test automaton,
reducing most expressions in the property patterns to a simple
reachability expression.



Chapter 5

REX,
the Rule and Event eXplorer

The Rule and Event eXplorer, REX, (Ericsson & Berndtsson 2007, Ericsson
et al. 2007, Ericsson & Berndtsson 2006) is a rule-based front-end to Uppaal.
The timed automaton model required for model-checking in Uppaal is
automatically generated by REX from the rule and event specification.
In the generated model, the application is assumed to interact with its
environment by receiving primitive event occurrences.

Moreover, users of REX have the ability to express verification properties
in terms of rules and events. The available properties are both general
(termination) and application specific. The application specific properties
allow users to specify verification properties in terms of rules and events (e.g.
”is it possible for event E to occur between event E1 and E2” or ”can event
E4 = E1; (E2 4 E3);E5 5 E6 occur after E6 = E3; (E9 5 E8); (E5 4 E2)”)
The specified verification properties are automatically transformed to CTL
and a designated test automaton.

In REX, the property patterns defined in (Dwyer et al. 1998) are utilized
for structuring and raising the abstraction level when application specific
verification properties are constructed. The properties constructed in REX
are based on the property patterns defined in (Dwyer et al. 1998) instantiated
with events and rules selected from the current specification.
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5.1 Overview of REX

The REX tool can be divided into three different sub-tools; the modeling
tool, the simulator and the verification tool. An screen-shot of the modeling
tool is shown in Figure 5.1. Rules, events, conditions, actions, data-objects
and data tables are specified in property tables to the right. The text field in
the middle shows comments attached to the selected item. The environment
editor to the left enables users of REX to specify specific scenarios to check.

Figure 5.1: Screenshot of the modeling tool in REX

REX is implemented in Java and it communicates with Uppaal using
socket communication. A package diagram of the implementation is shown
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Figure 5.2: Package diagram of REX

in Figure 5.2. The seven packages have the following responsibilities:

GUI The GUI package manages the graphical views shown on the screen.
Since the user of REX communicates with REX through the GUI
package, it has a central role in the design of REX. Packages need
to get information of what to do from the GUI package as well as
return feedback from different operations.

REX The REX package is responsible for storing the model to XML files
for later use. Additionally, it holds static classes declaring constant
variables used in the entire system.

Rule The rule package is responsible for storing data about all items (rules,
events, conditions, actions, data-objects, tables, scenarios) together
with information about relations between all items that are used by
REX.

TAObject The TAObject package is responsible for converting a rule model
to a timed automaton model.

Verification The Verification package is responsible for converting proper-
ties described in REX to properties that can be expressed in Uppaal.
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Additionally, the Verification package is responsible for converting the
feedback retrieved from Uppaal in terms of state changes to a trace
based on rules and events.

Simulator The Simulator package is responsible for parsing and viewing
traces in the simulator.

TAClient The TAClient package is responsible for the communication with
Uppaal.

5.2 REX rules

A rule in REX is an event, condition, action (ECA) rule. When the event
occurs, if the condition is evaluated to true, the action part is executed.
The triggering event is a primitive or complex event occurrence with or
without filters and parameters. The condition is a boolean expression
over parameters arriving with the event occurrence or data objects defined
in the model. The action part is expressions over data objects, for
example, assigning values to data objects or triggering new primitive event
occurrences.

Data objects in REX are global variables of the types integer, clock,
constants or a table of integers. Data objects can be evaluated in conditions,
manipulated in actions and be defined to trigger new events when altered.

5.2.1 Specifying rules in REX

For each item in REX, properties are defined in a property table. An example
of a property table for rules is shown in Figure 5.3 The property table for
rules contain the following properties:

Name Each rule R in REX has a unique name Rname as identifier.

Event For each rule R, the triggering event RE is selected in a drop-down
list of previously defined events. A rule can only be triggered by one
event occurrence, if two events Ei and Ej can trigger a rule R, a new
event type Ek is created where Ek = Ei 5 Ej .

Condition The condition part RC of a rule R is a boolean expression over
data objects. A condition can be formed by conjunctions of previously
defined conditions.
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Figure 5.3: Example of a property table for rules

Action The action part RA of a rule R is a sequence of previously defined
actions. The action part of a rule may change a data-object defined to
generate an event when it is updated or execute function code.

TriggerEvent A rule may generate an arbitrary primitive event even if it
is not connected to a data-object. Triggering events are selected from
a drop-down list of previously defined events.

Color The color property is used to enhance the simulator with ability to
show or hide rules with different colors. Additionally, it is convenient
to group rules into different colors in the simulator.

Priority The default value of priority is 4 and the highest priority is 0.
Rules with higher priority will be executed before rules with lower
priority.

5.2.2 Specifying events in REX

Events in REX can be primitive or complex. Properties of events are specific
for each operator. Currently, the set of operators possible to specify in REX
includes primitive, conjunction, disjunction, sequence, nonoccurrence, times,
delay and sliding window. The consumption policies possible to specify for
each operator are recent and chronicle.
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Figure 5.4: Example of a property table for a complex event

Primitive events

The most basic operator is the primitive operator, denoting an instantaneous
occurrence of an event. The primitive operator has the following properties:

Name Each event in REX has a unique name identifying the event.

Triggered By If the primitive event is generated when a data-object is
altered, this data-object is specified as ”Triggered By”

Parameters In the parameters field, the names of the events parameters
are specified as a comma separated list.

External Occurrences If the number of events of this type that can occur
in the environment is limited, the maximum value is specified in this
field. If the number of occurrence is unlimited, this field is set to -1.

Disjunction, Conjunction and Sequence

Figure 5.4 shows an example of a property table for specifying a conjunction
in chronicle consumption policy. The properties to define for conjunction,
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disjunction and sequence are the following:

Initiator Select the event initiating the disjunction from a list of previously
defined events.

Initiator Filter Defined if filters should be attached to the initiator event.
The filter is a boolean condition over the event parameters of the
initiator event. If the filter evaluates to false, the initiator occurrence
is not seen by the complex event.

Terminator Select the event terminating the disjunction from a list of
previously defined events.

Terminator Filter Defined if filters should be attached to the terminator
event. The filter is a boolean condition over the event parameters
of the terminator event. If the filter evaluates to false, the initiator
occurrence is not seen by the complex event.

Parameters Define parameters that should be attached to the complex
event as a comma separated list.

Function Supports the value of an event parameter of the complex event
to be defined as a function over the parameters of the contributing
events. In Figure 5.4 parameter lage from the terminator is assigned
to parameter ceLage of the complex event and parameter result from
the initiator is assigned to parameter ceAntal. Parameters derived
from terminator events have the prefix ’t.’ and parameters derived
from initiator events have the prefix ’i.’

Policy The consumption policies currently supported by REX are recent
and chronicle.

Expiration time Defined the maximal time span between initiator and
terminator. If the terminator has not occurred within the time span,
the initiated complex event is invalidated.

Nonoccurrence

An event E = N(E1, E2, E3) is generated if an event of type E1 exists in
the event history followed by an occurrence of type E3 with no occurrence
of type E2 in between. In addition to the parameters specified for
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conjunction, disjunction and sequence, nonoccurrence has the properties
”Non-occurrence” specifying the events that shall not occur, and ”Non-
occurrence filter”, specifying an optional filter for the non-occurrence event.

Times

A complex event E = Times(E1, N) composed with the times operator are
generated if an event of type E1 exists N times in the event history. The
parameters possible to define for Times are equal to the parameters possible
to select for conjunction, disjunction and sequence with the exceptions that
no terminator type exists for the Times operator, instead, N, the number of
times the contributing event should occur is defined.

Delay

A complex event E = Delay(E1, T ) is generated T time units after the
occurrence of an event of type E1. The parameters possible to define for the
Delay operator are equal to the parameters possible to define for the Times
operator, except that the delay time T is defined instead of N.

Sliding Window

The sliding window operator enables a function over a specific type of events
(or the events parameters) to be calculated over a sliding time window. The
functions supported are Count (counting number of occurred contributing
events in the time window) and SUM (aggregating some parameter value
of the contributing event in the time window). The parameters possible to
define for Sliding Window are equal to the parameters for the Delay operator
except that the TimeWindow are specified instead of the delay time T.

For example, parameter sw1 is attached to a sliding window event ESW1.
The sliding window aggregates the value of x1 parameters arriving with event
E1 in the previous 5 time units. The expression to write in the Function cell
for the sliding window operator is sw1=SUM(x1).

5.2.3 Data-objects and data tables

Actions and conditions read and alter data-objects. Events can be specified
to be triggered when a specific data-object is altered. Data-objects are of
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Figure 5.5: Example of a data table in REX

type Integer or clock (or constant). Each data-object used in REX has a
unique name and a start value. The default start value is zero.

A table of data-objects can be modeled as a matrix of data-objects. By
utilizing this facility, simple SQL expressions over database table can be
included in the model. The table in Figure 5.5 is automatically transformed
to the following set of variables in Uppaal.

int currentS3021;
int S3021Antal=3;
const int S3021 Producent=0;
const int S3021 Plangrp=1;
const int S3021 Giltfdat=2;
const int S3021 Prio=3;
const int S3021 Gilttdat=4;
int S3021[3][5] ={

{MOD2,B5T,TODAY,1,TODAY},
{MOD2,V40T,YESTERDAY,2,YESTERDAY},
{MOD2,B5T,TOMORROW,3,TOMORROW}

};

S3021 is the user specified name of the table, currentS3021 is a
placeholder for the current row in the table. S3021Antal holds the number
of rows in the table. The variables S3021 Producent=0 to S3021 Gilttdat=4
are column names and the matrix S3021[3][5] is the table followed by its
content. The content of the table can be read and changed during analysis.
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5.2.4 Conditions and Actions

Conditions are boolean expressions over data objects. The expressibility of
the conditions equals the expressibility of guards in Uppaal.

Actions can be simple assignments or calls to a function. The functions
are copied to Uppaal during transformation, and hence, functions possible
to write in Uppaal are possible to write in REX. To support verification of
systems with time constraints, execution times can be specified for actions.
The execution time is only considered if the value is more than zero. The
following code example shows how a simple SQL expression can be written
in the function code provided by Uppaal.

void CheckProducerIn3021() {
int Result=NO;
currentS3021=0;
while((S3021[currentS3032][S3021 Producent]! =PRODUCER) &&

(currentS3021<S3021Antal-1)){
currentS3021++;

}
if(S3021[currentS3021][S3021 Producent]==PRODUCER) {

Result=YES;
}
//Set the value of the eventparameters
E-ProducerCheckedIn3021Par[E ProducerCheckedIn3021 Result]=Result;

}

The exemplifying method checks if a tuple exists in table S3021 where
the value in cell Producent equals PRODUCER. The result (YES or NO)
is attached as an event parameter to the event signalled when the action
is executed. S3021Antal is a variable holding the current number of tuples
in the table. The code is written in REX and copied to Uppaal during
transformation.

Writing function code in REX currently requires detailed information
about the Uppaal specification since the code is copied directly to Uppaal
during transformation. However, defining assignments to and from different
data-objects is supported by a high-level interface where no details are
required.
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5.3 Scenario editor

Knowledge of the systems surrounding environment can be utilized to limit
the search space for the model-checker or to verify certain properties in
specific scenarios. The modeled system is assumed to subscribe to events
occurring in the environment. Hence, a scenario models the behavior of the
interacting environment.

In the most unrestricted case, all primitive events can occur any number
of times in any time and order. However, such a scenario gives rise to a
large search space that may be hard to run in a model-checker. To support
control over the environment model, REX has a designated scenario editor
where scenarios are built by specifying that certain events shall occur at
specific points in time and with specific values assigned to their attached
parameters.

Consider a set of events E1, E2, E3 and E4. Event E1 carries parameter
x1, event E2 carries parameter x2, E3 has parameter x3 and E4 carries
parameter x4. An event occurrence EC is defined as EC = {E, T, P} where E
is an event type, T is a specific point in time and P is a set of parameters with
specified values. A scenario is a list of EC elements ordered by occurrence
time.

5.4 Property definition

Once a rule-based system is specified in REX and a timed automaton
representation of the rule set exists, the model-checker in Uppaal can be
utilized to verify the set of rules. A CTL expression of the desired property
to check needs to be specified in order to verify the model in Uppaal.
However, constructing the CTL expression is not trivial. Constructing a
CTL expression requires thorough knowledge of the specification, and if the
Uppaal model is automatically generated from REX, the user does not know
anything about the Uppaal model. Additionally, users of REX typically
want to express properties in terms of the rules and events existing in the
REX model, and not in terms of Uppaal locations.

In order to support model-checking, REX supports transformation of
high-level property specifications based on rules and events to the verification
language supported by Uppaal. Properties possible to specify in REX are
structured according to the property patterns defined in (Dwyer et al. 1998).
Recall from section 2.3.5 that in the patterns presented in Dwyer et al.,
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capital letters, e.g. P,Q,R,S represent disjunction of events in event-based
models, such as, quantified regular expressions, and states in state-based
models, such as, computational tree logic (CTL).

5.4.1 Predicate specification in REX

In rule-based systems, it is not sufficient to be able to express property
patterns over occurring events. Developers typically need to express
properties, such as, the initiator of event E has occurred simultaneously as
variable x == 4 and rule R is activated. To be able to express such properties
in REX, properties are defined as conjunctions of predicates, denoted p,q,r,s.
The events P,Q,R and S denotes the events that predicate p,q,r,s becomes
true.

State definitions

A REX property can capture the fact that rules and events are in different
states. The states possible to specify for a rule is Initial, Activated and
Executing. In Initial state, the rule is idle waiting for its triggering event
to occur. In state Activated, the triggering event has occurred, but the
condition is not yet evaluated. In state Executing, the rule is executing.

The states possible to specify for a complex event is Initial, Composing
and Occur. In the Initial state, the complex event is idle waiting for its
initiator to occur. In state Composing, the initiator has occurred and the
composite event is waiting for the terminator to occur. In state Occur, the
terminator and initiator have occurred and an instance of the complex event
is generated.

Additionally, predicates can be expressed over values of data-objects, for
example, values of event parameters or global variables. Figure 5.6 shows an
overview of the different options available for events, rules and data-objects.
The leaf nodes represent states possible to select to construct predicates.

Predicate creator

Predicates in REX are created in the predicate creator. The predicate creator
graphically shows all currently specified rules, events and data-objects in a
tree structure. The predicates are specified by selecting states in the tree
structure.
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Figure 5.6: Tree structure modeling options possible to select when
predicates are created.

The predicate tree supports a structured method to choose all different
predicates available for the specified items. The available predicates are
modeled as leaf nodes in Figure 5.6. For each data-object leaf, the predicate
is represented by an expression ( data− object ∼ x where x ∈ N and ∼∈ {=
, ! =, <, >,<=, >=}). If data-object is chosen in the predicate tree, a new
dialog box appears, allowing the user to specify constraints on rule counters,
event parameters or data-objects included in rule-conditions or rule-actions.
Each predicate is identified by a unique name, enabling reuse of specified
predicates.

5.4.2 Defining a property

Once the predicates are defined, a pattern is instantiated by selecting a set
of choices in a pattern-property table. First, the pattern and scope of choice
is selected. Based on the choice of pattern and scope, one, two, three or four
defined predicates can be chosen to represent p, q, r and s in the pattern
before the model-checking can start.

If, for example, pattern P Absence and scope Before R is selected as
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Figure 5.7: Example of Predicate Tree.

Figure 5.8: Example of Property selection table.
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shown in Figure 5.8, then the predicates p and r are selected in comboboxes
containing all previously specified predicates.

Termination is included as a pattern on its own. However, no predicates
are used when termination is verified, instead, a maximum number of
consecutive rule triggerings is defined.

5.5 Trace

Uppaal gives satisfied or not satisfied as result when a property is executed.
Additionally, for some property expressions, Uppaal gives a trace as result.
This is true, for example, if the property is a reachability expression
and the answer is satisfied. In that case, a trace is returned for how
to reach the desired state. The trace given by Uppaal is specified as
locations and transitions. However, REX transforms the trace to rules and
events before it is shown (and the trace can be loaded into the simulator).
The following exemplifies a trace as shown in REX, in the first step of
execution, rule TRM ReadTelegram and TRM Ready are triggered by the
event E ReadNewTelegram, in the second step, event RM Ready occurs etc.

Trace from property P406 UppdatTurordningEnlPrioritetExec
Verificationtime: 281 ms

[1] Event E ReadNewTelegram occurs
Rule TRM ReadTelegram is Activated,
Rule TRM Ready is Activated,

[2] Event RM Ready occurs
[3] Event RM ReadTelegram occurs
[4] Rule TRM ReadTelegram is Executing,
[5] Event E TelegramSaved occurs

Rule TRM RequestForDeliveryOrder is Activated,
Rule TRM RequestForProductionOrder is Activated,
Rule TER UnknownTelegramType is Activated,

[6] Event ER UnknownTelegramType occurs
[7] Event RM RequestForProductionOrder occurs
[8] Event RM RequestForDeliveryOrder occurs
[9] Rule TRM RequestForProductionOrder is Executing
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5.6 Summary

This chapter has presented the REX tool. The tool is a rule-based front-end
to the timed automata CASE tool Uppaal. REX supports specification of
rules including events, conditions, actions and data-objects. Additionally, a
scenario editor supports specification of events occurring in the interacting
environment. Verification properties are specified in terms of rules and events
in predefined property templates and if a trace is given from executing
the property in Uppaal, it is shown in terms of rules and events. The
communication between REX and Uppaal is not visible to the user of REX,
the front-end hides the details of the timed automata representation.



Chapter 6

Analyzing rules using REX

This chapter describes how the tool REX can be used to analyze the behavior
of a system specified as a set of rules and complex events. Support provided
by REX for analyzing termination is presented as well as support provided
for analyzing application specific properties.

6.1 Analyzing termination

During runtime, rules may trigger each other causing a circular chain of rule
executions leading to a non-terminating behavior. Commercial systems, such
as Oracle, define an upper limit of the number of consecutive rule triggerings
in order to avoid non-terminating behavior. However, the value of the upper
limit is hard to find, a too low value may cause applications to be prematurely
halted and a too high value may cause unnecessary processing.

In our approach, termination is analyzed by transforming the rules
specified in REX to Uppaal according to the transformation method
previously described in Chapter 4. The value defining the number of
maximal consecutive rule triggerings (kMAX ) is set by the user before
running the termination analysis. A variable k is included in the transformed
model, counting the number of consecutive rule triggerings in each run. The
verification question, ϕ, to check in the model-checker is simply ϕ = E <>
k >= kMAX

If Uppaal can not find an execution trace where rules are triggered
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Initial

Update_Do1!

Update_Do2!

Update_Do3!

Update_Do4!

Update_Do5!

Figure 6.1: Environment automaton for checking termination.

kMAX times, then the set of rules is guaranteed to terminate. However,
if Uppaal can reach a state where ϕ is satisfied, the rule set may be non-
terminating. In that case, Uppaal returns to REX a trace of how kMAX
can be reached.

The user analyzes the trace and if no circular path of execution is included
in the trace, the termination analysis is run again with a higher value
on kMAX. However, if a circular execution path is found, the user must
determine if this is a design error or not.

In a scenario where rules are used to implement the behavior of an active
real-time database, an interrupted rule firing implies that the database must
be rolled back to its previous state. A rollback takes time implying that, in
a real-time scenario, if it is unknown whether a set of rules will terminate,
the rollback of kMAX rules must be included when calculating the worst
case execution times for tasks.

Previous work has shown that increased knowledge about the set of rules
enhance termination analysis (Zimmer et al. 1997, Bailey et al. 2000). Since
too high estimations of execution times on real-time tasks waste resources,
it is interesting to investigate whether knowledge about execution times on
actions leads to a more accurate termination analysis implying more precise
execution time estimations.

Consider a rule-based system consisting of the five rules presented in
Table 6.1. Running termination analysis from REX, utilizing the model-
checker in Uppaal as previously described, results in a non-satisfied result.
Hence, the set of rules is possible non-terminating. This implies that the
worst case scenario, i.e. the time it takes to rollback k rules, needs to be
considered in further analysis.

Assume that previous analysis of this system ensures that assigning a
value to a variable takes one time unit. This implies that the execution time
for the action part of Rule3 is two time units and the execution time for the
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Table 6.1: Example Scenario
Rule Event Condition Action
Rule1 Update(Do4) x1 == 1 Do3 = 5;
Rule2 Update(Do3) x3 == 1 Do5 = 2;
Rule3 Update(Do3) x3 == 1 Do4 = 2;x4 = 3;
Rule4 Update(Do4) x4 == 3 Do1 = 1;
Rule5 Update(Do5) x4 = 0;

action parts of the remaining rules are one time unit each. This information
can be specified in REX, and hence, the result of running termination
analysis with knowledge of execution-times shows that the set of rules will
terminate and none of the rules will be executed more than once. This is
due to the relations between Rule2 and Rule3. The shorter execution time
of Rule2 implies that Rule5 changes the outcome of the condition evaluation
of Rule4 to false before it is triggered by Rule3. (This example assumes a
transaction based system where the result of actions is not known to the rest
of the system until the transaction is committed.)

6.2 Analyzing application specific properties

The characteristics for correctness of an application differs between appli-
cations. Hence, one can not give a predefined set of properties in order to
check correctness of an arbitrary application. On the other hand, expressing
an arbitrary property in CTL requires in depth knowledge about both CTL
and the model to check. A trade off between the two is to use the property
patterns defined in Dwyer et al. (Dwyer et al. 1998), according to (Dwyer
et al. 1999), using the patterns decreases the level of expertise needed to
express a requirement property and most desired properties are possible to
express using the patterns.

Using REX, application specific properties are specified as described in
section 2.3.5. In the following, an example application modeled in REX is
checked for application specific properties.

Consider a scenario where a house is surveyed by a simple system
connected to a set of alarm sensors. The system is defined as a set of complex
events as shown in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Survey system
Event Description
ESensor A sensor is triggered
EAlarmOn Alarm activated
EAlarmOff Alarm deactivated
EDoorOpen Sensor signalling door open event
EDoorLocked Sensor signalling door locked event
EStart complex event triggered by EAlarmOn < exp(10) >; EDoorLocked

EStop complex event triggered by EDoorOpened < exp(10) >; EAlarmOff

EIntruder complex event triggered by N(EStart, EStop, ESensor)

The event EAlarmOn signals that somebody has activated the alarm sensors
while an occurrence of the event EAlarmOff signals that the alarm sensors
has been deactivated.

For the entire alarm system to be activated, the occurrence of EAlarmOn

event must be followed by an event EDoorLocked. The door must be locked
within ten seconds after activating the alarm implying an expiration time
on ten seconds of the composite event activating the sensors.

For the system to be deactivated, the event EDoorOpen must be followed
by EAlarmOff . Again, when the system has sensed that the door is opened,
the alarm must be turned off within ten seconds.

Hence, the monitoring of the sensors is started by the composite event
EStart = EAlarmOn < exp(10) >; EDoorLocked and the monitoring stops by
the occurrence of the composite event EStop = EDoorOpened < exp(10) >
; EAlarmOff . The Uppaal representation of the composite events are shown
in Figure 6.2 and 6.3 where the constant EXP is set to value 10. Further,
recall from Chapter 4 that Oe1 is the counter of occurred events of type
E1, Ie1 is the counter of invalidated events of type E1, E1clock is an array
holding information about occurrence time of events of type E1 (similar for
counters of event E3). 1

In the scenario, a triggered sensor sends an event of type ESensor to the
system. An intruder event type EIntruder is composed by using the non-
occurrence operator as follows EIntruder = N(EStart, EStop, ESensor). The
intruder event is signaled when the alarm is started but not stopped before

1The automaton patterns in the example does not save parameters in arrays since
parameters are not included in the example.
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Triggered

Composing

Initial

E_DoorLocked?

E1clock[Ie1]> EXP

Ie1++

Oe1==Ie1

E_AlarmOn?

E1clock[Oe1]=0,
Oe1++

E_Start!
Ie1++

Oe1>Ie1

E_DoorLocked?

E_AlarmOn?

E1clock[Oe1]=0,
Oe1++

Figure 6.2: Timed automaton for EStart

Triggered

Composing

Initial

E_AlarmOff?

E3clock[Ie3]> EXP

Ie3++

Oe3==Ie3

E_DoorOpened?

E3clock[Oe3]=0,
Oe3++

E_Stop!
Ie3++

Oe3>Ie3

E_AlarmOff?

E_DoorOpened?

E3clock[Oe3]=0,
Oe3++

Figure 6.3: Timed automaton for EStop
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a sensor is triggered and this event must raise an alarm event. The non-
occurrence is shown as a timed automaton in Figure 6.4.

By modeling this set of composite events in Uppaal and feeding the
model with the primitive events ESensor, EDoorLocked, EDoorOpened, EAlarmOn

and EAlarmOff occurring in non-deterministic times and order, we can reveal
whether this model has flaws or not.

Utilizing REX we can check if the intruder event can be signalled in
a faulty state. Is it, for example, possible for the EIntruder event to be
signalled between event EStop and event EStart? To check this, predicate
PStart is defined as EStart.OCCUR, PStop is defined as EStop.OCCUR and
PIntruder is defined as EIntruder.OCCUR. The property template Existence
Between R and S is defined as follows:

PropertyName: Intruder event between Start and Stop event
Pattern: Existence
Scope: Between R and S
Property P: PIntruder

Property R: PStop

Property S: PStart

Executing the property returns a non-satisfied result implying that the
EIntruder event can not occur between the EStop and EStart event.

Another requirement to check is if the EIntruder event can occur
during the time a person have from opening the door until the alarm is
turned off. For this to occur, the EIntruder event must be triggered less
than 10 time units after the event EDoorOpen. The predicate PDoorOpen

is defined as EDoorOpen.OCCUR and the predicate Pdelay is defined as
EStop.EXETIME == 10. The property is defined as follows:

PropertyName: Intruder event between DoorOpen and Stop
Pattern: Existence
Scope: Between R and S
Property P: PIntruder

Property R: PDoorOpen

Property S: Pdelay

The property is satisfied for this model, implying that if somebody opens
the door and a sensor is triggered the system immediately raises an alarm
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Triggered

ComposingInitial

E_Start?

E_Intruder!

E_Stop?

E_Sensor?

E_Start?

E_Stop?

E_Sensor?

Figure 6.4: Non-occurrence EIntruder

Triggered
c<=delay

Initial

c==delay
E_Timeout!
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Figure 6.5: Timeout ETimeout

due to the EIntruder event. However, according to the specification, the
person has ten seconds to turn off the alarm and hence, this set of event
does not correctly model the desired system behavior.

REX can not give a suggestion for a solution to the detected problem,
however, it is possible to achieve a trace of the event sequence causing the
erroneous behavior.

The system can be corrected in several different ways, one solution is
to delay the triggering of the alarm ten seconds after the event ESensor is
triggered. By specifying that the event ETimeout are signaled 10 seconds
after ESensor according to the automaton in Figure 6.5, and redefining
the EIntruder event to EIntruder = N(EStart, EStop, ET imeout), according to
Figure 6.6, we create a ten seconds time delay giving a person opening the
door ten seconds to stop the alarm before the intruder alarm is raised.

After correcting the model, we rerun the same verification questions
to check whether the new solution correctly models the scenario when

Triggered

ComposingInitial

E_Start?

E_Intruder!

E_Stop?

E_Timeout?

E_Start?

E_Stop?

E_Timeout?

Figure 6.6: Redefined version of EIntruder
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somebody wants to open the door and turn off the alarm. The model-
checking reveals that it is still possible for the alarm to be triggered less
than ten seconds after a person opens the door, however, this requires that
a sensor is triggered before the door is opened, and whether this is a design
error or not depends on the requirement specification.

Obviously, a large set of verification questions is needed to check all
aspects of a system and when the model is changed, all questions need to be
rerun.

6.3 Preprocessing of rules

Utilizing REX as a front-end to Uppaal decreases the level of expertise
needed for formally verifying rule-based systems. Additionally, the time it
takes to create the formal specification is dramatically reduced. However,
the risk of causing a state explosion still remains. The state space that the
model-checker needs to generate and search through to find if a property
is satisfied is affected by the level of non-determinism in the system. A
non-deterministic system has a large search space since the number of
different behaviors that the model-checker needs to test is bigger than in
a deterministic application with equal number of rules and events.

If REX is utilized for checking a specific property of a set of rules in
Uppaal, transforming the entire set of rules will in many cases result in an
unnecessarily big automaton. Some of the rules in the rule set will not affect
the outcome of running the query independently of if they are triggered or
not. In order to reduce the search space for the model checker, REX removes
rules and events not related to the queried property before transforming the
rule set.

6.3.1 Creating triggering and activation graphs

Triggering and activation graphs represent relations between rules in a rule
set (Baralis, Ceri & Paraboschi 1995). In a triggering graph, TG, each rule
Ri ∈ TG is represented as a node ni and for each rule Ri ∈ TG triggering
a rule Rj ∈ TG a directed arc ti,j is created. In an activation graph, AG,
each rule Ri ∈ AG is represented as a node ni and for each rule Ri ∈ AG
that can change the condition evaluation of rule Rj ∈ AG from false to true,
a directed arc ai,j is created. Additionally, if executing the action part of a
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rule does not change the condition evaluation of the rule from true to false,
the rule is self-activating and an arc is created from and to the rule itself.

The triggering graph described in (Baralis et al. 1998) is extended in
REX by including complex events in the graph. If, for example, rule R1

generates events of type E1, rule R2 generates events of type E2 and the
complex event Ec = E1 4 E2 trigger rule R3, then the arcs t1,3 and t2,3 are
defined as partial arcs. In order for a set of partial arcs to be considered as a
triggering arc to a rule, all events contained in the triggering complex event
must be represented as partial incoming arcs to the rule.

6.3.2 Preprocessing for termination

When analyzing whether a set of rules is possible non-terminating, the
property does not contain any specific set of rules or events. A set of non-
terminating rules has a circular behavior, i.e. the execution returns to a
previous state infinitely many times.

Previous research (Baralis et al. 1998) shows that if a set is possible
non-terminating, a circular dependency can be found in the triggering and
activation graphs where all nodes in the circle have both incoming triggering
arcs and incoming activation arcs. For termination analysis, it is safe to
remove rules from the rule set that does not have both incoming triggering
and activation arcs since they will not participate in a circular behavior
(Baralis et al. 1998).

During preprocessing for termination in REX, all rules represented as
nodes that do not have incoming arcs representing both triggering and
activation are recursively removed from the rule set. When a node is
removed, its outgoing arcs are removed. This implies that the rules that
are represented as nodes in the graph after the algorithm has terminated
may be part of a non-terminating rule set. If the graph is empty after
running the algorithm, the set of rules is guaranteed to terminate.

The algorithm for reducing the rule set before termination analysis is
described in (Baralis et al. 1998). The set of rules remaining in the graph
is the set of rules that are used for termination analysis. The inclusion
of complex events and execution times on actions makes it hard to decide
termination based only on triggering and activation graphs. However, the
set of rules removed from the graph are rules that are not related to other
rules in a way that can cause a non-terminating behavior. Hence, it is safe
to remove them from the set of rules analyzed in Uppaal in order to reduce
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Figure 6.7: Triggering and activation graph.

the search space for the model-checker.

6.3.3 Preprocessing for application specific properties

Since properties in REX are expressed in terms of rules and events with
clearly specified relations, it is possible to preprocess the model even for
application specific properties. If, for example, property P is defined to
check whether rule R1 can be executed before rule R2, only rules and events
affecting when R1 or R2 will execute is included in the automaton generated
to verify P (Ericsson et al. 2008).

We utilize the knowledge of relations between rules given by the
triggering (TG) and activation (AG) graphs. However, the representation
of an arc ai,j in the activation graph is extended to represent any change in
the condition evaluation of rule Rj when Ri is executed, not just a change
from false to true.

Let R be the set of all rules included in property P. The set of nodes in
the triggering and activation graphs representing the rules R is denoted by
N. For each node ni ∈ N, add all rules representing nodes that can reach ni

in TG or AG to the set R.
After preprocessing the set of rules and the property to check in REX,

the set R contains all rules which direct or transitively triggers or activates
some of the rules in the property. All rules in R and all events that may
trigger some rule in R are included in the transformed model.

Assume, for example, a set of rules R. For i = 1 to 6, each rule Ri ∈ R
is triggered by an event Ei. The triggering and activation graph of the rule
set is shown in Figure 6.7, filled lines represent triggerings and dashed lines
represent activations.

The property P = R2 always executes before R1 must be checked.
Assume a non-deterministic environment where all events E1, E2, E3, E4, E5
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and E6 can occur in any order. Checking property P in Uppaal without
preprocessing the set of rules results in 6! different occurrence orders for the
specified events. This implies that there are 6! different occurrence orders
for Uppaal to check stemming from the environment.

However, if the rule set is preprocessed, the set of rules transformed
to Uppaal is reduced to R1, R2, R3 and the environment automaton only
consist of E1, E2, E3 resulting in 3! different occurrence orders.

6.4 Performance experiment

The time and memory consumption required to check properties for an
application depend on the characteristics of the rules and events in the
application, characteristics of the environment model, how the rules and
events are represented in the timed automaton and the performance of
Uppaal.

Rules in REX are transformed to timed automata as described in Section
4. The results of the following experiment shows how the amount of memory
required to perform termination analysis in Uppaal is related to the number
of rules and events in the model.

The computer utilized for the following experiments is a laptop running
Linux with 2 GB RAM memory and a swap file on 2GB and 1.86 GHz
processor.

6.4.1 Analyzing Termination

The generated environment automaton for checking termination consists of
the primitive events remaining in the model after preprocessing the model
for termination. Each event stemming from the environment is checked
once when analyzing termination (see Figure 6.1 for example of environment
automaton created for termination analysis). This means that, in the worst
case, the model is checked for each different event as start event.

This experiment is performed by measuring the time and memory
consumption required for analyzing 100 different models for termination.
Each model contains a set of rules circularly triggering each other. The
independent variable of the model is the number of rules in the model and
the dependent variables are the memory consumption and time required by
Uppaal to verify whether the model is terminating or not.
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Figure 6.8: Example of a rule in the performance experiment

Each model ri ∈ R for 0 < i <= 100 has the following structure:

Rule ri

Event Ei

Condition xi == 1
Action xi+1 = 1; TriggerE(i+1).

This means that executing the action part of rule ri will trigger rule ri+1

and set the condition of rule ri+1 to true. An example of a rule is shown in
Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.9 shows the graph of memory required for running termination
analysis on a set of models where the number of rules varies. For this
experiment, 100 models, Mi where 0 < i <= 100, are created. Each model
contains n = i ∗ 10 rules, (i.e. M1 contains 10 rules and M100 contains 1000
rules). All rules in each rule set triggers and activates each other in a circular
manner, i.e. for all rules ri ∈ R, ri triggers ri +1 except for rn which triggers
r1. The kMAX value is set to n ∗ 10 for each rule set.

The memory consumption increases with each run. For each run, both
the number of rules to check and the number of different start events are
increased. The number of different execution orders that are stemming from
the environment automaton is linear in this experiment since only one event
is signaled as start event for each run. However, the number of rules to
check in each run increases with 10 implying that for each run, the number
of different rule triggerings to check increases from n to (n+10)*10 (each
rule is triggered 10 times in each run).

The time it takes to run the termination analysis for the models in the
experiment are shown in Figure 6.10. The time varies between 0 and 60
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Figure 6.9: Memory consumption (KB) for n circular triggering rules
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seconds.

6.4.2 Application specific analysis

Constructing a performance test for testing application specific properties is
less straight forward than constructing a test for performance on termination
analysis. The reason is that in termination analysis, the environment
automaton is created from the same template (see Figure 6.1). In application
specific analysis, the environment model may vary from completely non-
deterministic event occurrences to a totally ordered sequence of events.

For application specific properties, in the default case, an environment
automaton is generated where all types of primitive events can occur in
any order. If the model-checker needs to explore all possible permutations
of orders in which the events may occur when a property is executed, the
environment automaton alone produces n! different occurrence orders for n
primitive events. This implies that it is paramount to run preprocessing of
rules when checking for application specific properties in a non-deterministic
environment. If preprocessing is not sufficient to reduce the search space,
the specifier needs to put restrictions in the occurrence order of the events.

Besides the characteristic of the environment automaton, the perfor-
mance varies depending on the characteristics of the property expressions
and characteristics of rules and events. Running a reachability expression
may return a result rapidly even if the automaton is non-deterministic while
it may not be feasible to run a property requiring a complete search through
the model at all.

6.5 Simulator

Representing rule execution and composition of complex events graphically
is a previously defined problem (Berndtsson, Mellin & Högberg 1999). The
amount of data necessary to represent increases rapidly with the number of
rules and events to be simulated.

In REX, the Uppaal engine is used to retrieve step by step information
about the execution. However, representing the data graphically easily
results in a messy combination of text and different kinds of boxes. In order
to reduce the ”information overflow” in the simulator, rules and events are
color coded. Users can choose not to view items representing a specific color
allowing the simulation to focus on a specific group of items.
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Figure 6.11: Snapshot of the simulator.

The step by step simulation and the graphical representation are loosely
coupled, allowing a future extension of REX to show different views of the
execution.

An example of a short simulation is shown in Figure 6.5. Each vertical
line represents the thread of execution for one rule or event. All items starts
in their initial states (blue circles). For each step of execution (each vertical
white/gray line represents one step of execution), all items changing state in
that step shows a circle with a color representing the current state of that
item. A red color means that the rule is activated, pink color means that
the condition is evaluated and orange color means that the rule is executing.

If there is more than one possible next step of the simulation, the user of
REX can choose which rule / event to execute in the next step of execution
in a list box.

Besides showing step by step information, the simulator can be used
to load a trace retrieved as a result from a verification. The trace can be
used for analyzing the result of the verification or as a starting point for a
step-by-step simulation.
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6.6 Summary

This chapter presents how termination and application specific properties
are analyzed in REX. To reduce the search space for the model-checker,
preprocessing of the set of rules is performed by REX. Depending on the
relations between rules and what property to check, the resulting set of rules
to check in the model-checker may be reduced by the preprocessor.

Additionally, the results of an experiment for checking the performance
of analyzing termination using REX and Uppaal is presented. The
performance for analyzing termination is good while the performance
for analyzing application specific properties varies a lot depending on
characteristics of both the model and the properties used to query the model.



Chapter 7

Case study

The feasibility of using REX for modeling and verifying a rule-based system
is validated in a case study (Ericsson 2008, Ericsson et al. 2008). A system
for producing assembly plans for engine plants at Volvo IT in Skövde was
chosen as case study object. The system has a complex behavior dependent
on both values of parameters in incoming telegrams and stored values in
database tables.

The behavior of the system is modeled as a set of rules and complex
events in REX. The correctness of the model is verified by formulating
verification expressions in REX that are automatically executed in Uppaal.

The results of the case study shows that REX is a feasible tool for
modeling and verifying a system of industrial complexity. The chosen case
study object does not have explicit time constraints. However, the behavior
is complex with respect to the logic controlling the dataflow and it is critical
since a failure in this system affects the production plants.

7.1 TUR

The group Manufacturing Production Systems at Volvo IT Skövde is
responsible for development and maintenance of IT solutions, mainly in the
areas Supply Chain and Production Planning, for the engine plants. The
system TUR is implemented and maintained by this group.

The main task for TUR is to convert a high-level assembly plan for items

91
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Figure 7.1: Systems communicating with TUR.

(different types of engines) to be manufactured to a detailed ordered plan for
each sub-item (camshaft, crankshaft, etc.) to be constructed or delivered by
each assembly-line. The detailed assembly-plan contains an ordered sequence
of items to be produced or delivered by each assembly-line.

In this work, a specific engine plant with a specific structure is used to
exemplify the use of TUR. However, the system is designed to be flexible
with respect to the structure of the production plant. The requirement for
the system to run in different environments is why the structure of the plant
and capacity of different producers are stored in database tables.

In the exemplified engine plant, TUR mainly communicates with four
other systems as shown in Figure 7.1. MOPS sends high-level assembly
plan to TUR (relation [1] in Figure 7.1) and TUR may request more plan
from MOPS. ASSL, ASFL and MOTOR can request more assembly plan
from TUR that returns a processed plan or an error message (relation [2] in
Figure 7.1).

MOPS is a system used for planning the production in the factory. MOPS
interacts with several other systems that monitors, for example, orders
from customers and finished products. Based on customer orders,
MOPS delivers high-level assembly plan and data controlling the
development of assembly order to TUR. Before a new plan is sent
to TUR it is simulated in MOPS in a system equal to TUR. The aim
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of the simulation is to check that the data the new plan uses in the
database is correct and that no required data is missing. Additionally,
it must be possible to produce the new plan with the given control
data. TUR can request more high-level assembly-plan from MOPS if
required.

ASFL is an administration system for storage of sub-items produced in
another part of the factory. The storage must always be ready to
deliver sub-parts to the factory plants. TUR produces a delivery plan
for ASFL specifying what sub-parts that must be delivered at what
time. If ASFL is out of delivery order it sends a request to TUR for
more delivery plan.

ASSL is an administration system for items from suppliers, e.g. flywheels.
TUR tells ASSL what type of items that must be delivered from
suppliers and when. If ASSL is out of delivery order it sends a request
to TUR for more delivery plan.

MOTOR is an administration system for the production plants. It requests
detailed assembly plans from TUR for its producers and TUR returns
new assembly plan, or a failure message.

For users of ASFL, it is most convenient to produce large sequences of
one type of item with few changes of type. However, producers monitored by
system MOTOR requires several different types to be delivered from ASFL.
TUR must consider the trade off between the desire to produce large batches
of the same item type in ASFL and the requirement to always be ready to
deliver a certain amount of different item types to MOTOR.

The producers using system MOTOR is divided into two logical units,
inner (IM) and outer (YM), where YM concerns different types of engines
and IM concerns different sub-items for engines. The inner unit, IM, provides
detailed items to YM. In this case study, a module, for example, an assembly
line receiving items from another model is called a primary producer and a
module producing items to another module is called sub-producer. The same
module can be both a primary and a sub-producer.

To avoid lack of items, the assembly plans provided by TUR are
coordinated for IM and YM. The order of items manufactured by different
plants must be correlated with each other since assembly lines combining
items from different producers must receive all items contributing to their
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Figure 7.2: Producers monitored by system MOTOR.

item in correct time and order. An example of relations between different
modules monitored by system MOTOR are shown in Figure 7.2.

When an assembly line in IM has not enough planned items in its
assembly order, system MOTOR calls TUR for more assembly plan. TUR
checks if there are more assembly plan in the primary producer. If there
are more items planned in the primary producer, TUR creates an order list
of different types of items to be manufactured by the calling producer. If,
recursively, no more items are planned for the producers primary to the
caller, TUR calls the system for high-level assembly plans, (MOPS), asking
for more high-level plans to convert to low-level assembly plans.

TUR is currently implemented in a language based on FORTRAN. The
main program poll a telegram queue for new messages, performs the task
requested by the telegram (creates new assembly order) before it reads the
next message in the queue. If an error is detected, for example, that the
telegram has the wrong type or that the producer does not exist in the
expected table, TUR executes recovery code, for example, performs roll back
of the database or, if the error is not severe, sends an error message and tries
to continue. If TUR stops producing assembly order, the engine plants will
stop within one or a few hours.

TUR consists of a set of batch processes with different tasks. This case
study focus on the process creating the detailed assembly plans. This process
is referred as the main program within this case study. The main program
controls what type of plans that should be constructed and calls the correct
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subprogram to create the plan.
Depending on the type of current producer, different types of assembly

plans are generated by converting an assembly plan in the primary producer
to assembly plans for sub-producers. The following different types of
assembly plans are produced.

• Assembly order according to group for logical producer YM.
The high-level assembly plan received from MOPS is transformed
to a sequence according to planning-groups. Each planning-group
contains producers with similar capacity. All items within each group
are separated according to priority before assembly order is produced
for sub-producers. Coordination between different planning groups is
directed by simulations of how sub-producers to YM will request for
future assembly order (which sub-producer will be finished first).

• Derived assembly order according to group for logical producer
IM. Order is created by reading order lines for YM and create new
order lines with respect to which sub-items are included in the planned
items.

• Production order for assembly modules (MOD3,MOD4). The
modules are controlled by the plan constructed for YM. Modules fetch
next line of orders for current planning group from assembly plan in
YM.

• Production order for IM3 Similarly to YM, future requests for
assembly order are simulated for IM with respect to capacity of IM3.
Order is delivered after the policy that the producer expected to finish
the order first gets it.

• Derived production order for IM4. The assembly order for IM4 is
created by reading assembly order from IM3 and derive all subitems
needed to produce those orders.

• Delivery order are orders produced for internal suppliers. The order
reflects what (camshaft, crankshaft, etc. ) should be delivered to
which producer.
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7.2 Case study Description

This section describes and motivates the design of the case study and discuss
threats to validity.

7.2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this case study is to validate the approach of verifying the
behavior of a rule-based system using REX and Uppaal. The case study
aims to show that a system of industrial complexity can be modeled as rules
in REX. Additionally, the approach for describing requirement properties
using the patterns provided by REX is validated by verifying the constructed
model.

7.2.2 Planning the Case study

Since there is no such thing as a typical rule-based system, a system not
implemented as ECA rules but with a rule-based behavior was chosen as
case study object. The benefit of using TUR as case study object is that it
is a real-life system with a semantic that contains both rules and complex
event occurrences. Additionally, the scope of the case study is dynamic
since it is possible to model the system in several steps. First, a small set of
rules with core functionality calling ”action stubs” are modeled. The ”action
stubs” returns a default value. Iteratively, the ”action stubs” are extended
to trigger rules modeling more detailed functionality.

Although TUR is not implemented as ECA rules, the behavior of the
system can be modeled as reactive rules. The strategy used for modeling
the behavior as rules is presented in section 7.4.

7.2.3 Limitations

TUR is an extensive system and due to time limitations of this project, the
entire functionality could not be modeled in detail in this case study. There
are two options; i) Model the high-level behavior of TUR, i.e. control flow
for selecting type of assembly-order to construct. ii) Model a part of the
functionality in detail, i.e. select one type of assembly-order and model the
behavior in detail.

The first option i is selected in this project since rules are better suited
for controlling high-level behavior than for implementing sequential details.
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However, details are modeled to some extent since modeling challenges such
as describing SQL expressions and database tables in REX and Uppaal are
interesting for the aim of this project.

To overcome differences between expressiveness in Uppaal and the
written source code of TUR, the following abstractions are utilized:

• Variables of types String are modeled as integer and constant types.

• Database tables are modeled as two dimensional arrays of integers or
constants.

• SQL questions over databases in TUR are written as functions over
two dimensional arrays in Uppaal.

7.2.4 Research question formulation

Based on the purpose of this case study, stated in section 7.2.1, we state the
following research questions.

• Q1: Is it possible to model the high-level behavior of the case study
object TUR as a set of rules in REX?

• Q2: Is it possible to formulate requirement properties needed to verify
a model of TUR using the approach provided in REX?

• Q3: Is it possible to perform model-checking of the behavior of TUR in
REX, i.e. is it possible to run the requirement questions produced to
answer Q2 on the model created to answer Q1 and get expected result
without any user interaction with Uppaal?

• Q4: Is it possible improve the maintenance process of an existing
system using REX?

7.2.5 Threats to validity

Access was given to the source code of TUR, but no ability to perform tests
on the running system. Hence, it is not possible to perform tests on the
running system and no typical test cases exists.

To overcome the threat of modeling an incorrect behavior due to wrong
interpretation of requirements, employees at Volvo IT have manually verified
the correctness of the expected results of the test-cases. Additionally, the
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behavior of the rules has been compared to the expected behavior of the
source code by the developer.

7.3 Case study realization

In the preparation phase, an introduction to the system TUR was given
by employees at Volvo IT. Additionally, knowledge of the behavior of the
system TUR was retrieved by reading documentation and source code and
asking questions to the project supervisor at Volvo IT. Moreover, the system
was partly modeled in Uppaal as it is, i.e. modeling each procedure as a
timed automata and calls to procedures as synchronization over channels.

Although the system was only partly modeled in Uppaal, the experience
of modeling database tables and SQL-expressions in Uppaal was valuable
for the forthcoming work. The experience gained was utilized to extend
the functionality of REX with ability to model database tables and SQL-
expressions in REX and automatically transform them to Uppaal.

In order to facilitate the modeling phase, REX was extended with ability
to graphically simulate rules and events and ability to attach comments
to all items in the model. Additionally, the ability to classify rules into
different groups in order to focus on particular behavior in the simulator
was introduced.

7.4 Developed rules

In order to model the behavior of TUR in REX, the source code of TUR was
manually translated to rules. The structure of the implementation of TUR
can be described as a tree structure where the root of the tree is the main
program, the sub-programs or procedures called from main are the nodes
in the first level of the tree and the sub program called from the nodes in
the first level is the second level nodes. The leafs in the tree are typically
executing SQL expressions.

7.4.1 Mapping rules

The rule-based model of TUR developed in this project focus on the
procedures implementing the high-level behavior of TUR. Procedures im-
plementing low-level behavior are, with a few exceptions, modeled as
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action stubs returning a default value. The implementation of TUR was
transformed to a set of REX rules by using the following mapping:

• Each If statement is transformed to two rules, Ri and Rj triggered by
the same event. The expression EXP in the if statement is used to
form the condition expressions in Ri and Rj where the condition in Ri

is EXP and the condition in Rj is ¬EXP .

• Each case statement with n different entries is transformed to n rules
triggered by the same event. The condition and action parts of rule
Ri, where 1 <= i <= n, maps to the corresponding case statement
and its following action.

• Each procedure call, where the procedure does not itself contain calls
to other procedures is transformed to a rule. The action part of the rule
performs the procedure (in many cases, executes an SQL expression).
A new event is generated when the action is executed. Possible return
values are mapped to parameters in the generated event.

• Each call to a sub-program, or a procedure that itself contains
procedure calls, is transformed to a set of rules according to the
previous mapping rules.

• Single sequences of code, such as resetting variables, that are not
calls to procedures or choices are either included in related rules or
transformed to a rule on its own. Large sequences of code including,
for example, complex SQL expressions are not transformed to the rule
base.

• Calls to other systems, for example, connections to databases and calls
for setting up and testing communication are not modeled.

7.4.2 Rule Examples

In the following, the rules RM-Read-Telegram, RM-RequestForDeliveryOrder,
RM-RequestForProductionOrder and ER-UnknownTelegramType are de-
scribed. The naming convention is that rules handling erroneous behavior
starts with ER while rules representing the behavior of the main system
starts with RM. The functionality covered by the entire set of RM-rules are;
i) receiving and storing telegram ii) checking correctness of basic information
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in database tables (i.e. that the producer exists, that it has a primary
producer, that ordering type is correct and that it is not stopped) iii)
trigger correct rule for starting the desired ordering construction. Hence,
rules starting with RM handles the high-level behavior, while rules starting
with, for example, RD, RMP or RMD handles behavior more specific for the
current call. This is one way of structuring rules and facilitating debugging.
For rule RM-Read-Telegram, the entire action code is shown, for the rest of
the rules, only the calls to the action is shown. A complete description of
the resulting rule set is presented in (Ericsson 2008).

RM-Read-Telegram

The rule is triggered when a new event should be read from the telegram
buffer.

ON E-ReadNewTelegram?
IF ReadTelegrams < MaxReadTelegrams
DO
void StoreTelegramValues()

{ currentTelegramQueue =EReadNewTelegramPar[EReadNewTelegramrow];
//Get the parameters from the stored telegram queue
PRODUCER =TelegramQueue[currentTelegramQueue][TelegramQueueProducent];
PLANT = TelegramQueue[currentTelegramQueue][TelegramQueuePlant];
TELEGRAMTYPE = TelegramQueue[currentTelegramQueue][TelegramQueueType];
INTLEV = TelegramQueue[currentTelegramQueue][TelegramQueueIntlev];
SEKVENSNR = TelegramQueue[currentTelegramQueue][TelegramQueueSekvensnr];
SEKVENSDAG =TelegramQueue[currentTelegramQueue][TelegramQueueSekvensdag];

//To be able to stop number of read telegrams
currentTelegramQueue++; ReadTelegrams++; }

Trigger: ETelegramSaved!

RM-RequestForDeliveryOrder

The rule is triggered when a telegram is received and the event parameters
from the telegram is stored in local variables. The condition is evaluated to
true if the telegram type is delivery order.
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ON E-TelegramSaved
IF TELTYPE==PRODTURORDNING AND AppNotStopped
DO E-RequestForProductionOrder!

RM-RequestForProductionOrder

The rule is triggered when a telegram is received and the event parameters
from the telegram is stored in local variables. The condition is evaluated to
true if the telegram type is production order.

ON E-TelegramSaved
IF TELTYPE==PRODTURORDNING AND AppNotStopped
DO E-RequestForProductionOrder!

ER-UnknownTelegramType

The rule is triggered if the telegram type is neither Tp or Td.
ON E-TelegramSaved
IF (TelegramType != LEVTURORDNING) AND

(TelegramType != PRODTURORDNING)
DO APPL = HOLD

ErrorMessage = Unknown telegram type

7.5 Verification

Verifying the set of rules is performed in two steps. First, a set of
requirements are identified. The requirements are expressed as a set of
verification properties and scenarios. Secondly, the requirements are verified
in the timed automata representation of the rule set. If actual result differs
from expected result, a debugging session is started to find the cause of the
deviation.

The reason for creating scenarios instead of running a complete search
by the model-checker is that TUR is a data intensive system. Such systems
can not be exhaustively verified since the number of permutations of values
of the data is too high. In order to reduce the search space, a set of scenarios
is created in order to systematically ensure that each rule is verified to
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execute correctly at least once. The scenarios combined with the verification
expressions should cover the following criteria:

• Each rule should be checked at least once, implicitly or explicitly.

• For rules with conditions, the condition must be checked, implicitly or
explicitly, both for true and false evaluation of the expression.

A rule R is said to be explicitly verified if property Pi checks that R
always executes in the given scenario Sm and property Pj checks that R
never executes in the given scenario Sn. A rule Ri is said to be implicitly
verified if rule Ri is executed to verify a property P, and P can not be satisfied
if Ri is not executed. In this project, the identified verification criteria was
covered by 20 scenarios and 34 verification properties.

7.5.1 Modeled scenarios

There are two different main types of telegrams in TUR; request for
production assembly order denoted Tp in this project and request for delivery
assembly order denoted Td in this project. Telegrams of type Tp are sent
from MOTOR and telegrams of type Td are sent by ASFL or ASSL. If the
telegram type is unknown (not delivery order or production order), recovery
code is executed before next telegram is read from the buffer. In the default
case, only one message exists in the buffer.

The database characteristics are based on a default case where all
database tables contain consistent and correct values, i.e. reading the
database should not cause any error message. When the database is altered
to control the behavior, for example, to force an error message to be raised,
this is seen as a database characteristic in the test scenario.

Based on the two main types of messages and the database char-
acteristics, test scenarios are constructed. The following four scenarios
exemplifies the test scenarios, a complete list of test scenarios are presented
in (Ericsson 2008).

• Scenario S001

Message type: Td

Database characteristics: default

• Scenario S002

Message type: Tp
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Database characteristics: default (Producer type = PROD, Order
according to PLAN)

• Scenario S003

Message type: Tp

Database characteristics: default (Producer type = HPROD)

• Scenario S004

Message type: Tp

Database characteristics: default (Producer type = PROD, Order
according to PRIORITY)

7.5.2 Verification expressions

The constructed test scenarios are combined with verification properties in
order to fulfill the criterion that each rule is executed at least once. Rule
Ri, for example, is explicitly tested if property P checks if Ri executes.
The expected result from executing property P in scenario Si is true and
the expected result for scenario Sj is false, i.e. the condition of the rule is
checked to evaluate both to true and false.

A complete list of the properties created are presented in (Ericsson 2008).
The listed properties uses the Universality and Existence patterns. The
Universality pattern in scope Globally is transformed to check whether
executing the model will always lead to the specified state. The Existence
pattern checks if there exists an path of execution leading to the specified
state.

In this case study, a correct final state is reached when rule RM-Ready
is executed with no error messages (FELMED == EMPTY) and correct
number of items ordered (UTFANT == PLANT). PLANT represent number
of items to be planned, UTFANT represent current number of items planned,
FELMED represent error message and EMPTY represent the empty set.

Property P004, for example, checks if a correct final state is always
reached with pattern Universality and in Globally scope. If there is an
interaction or race condition in the system that causes that the system is not
reaching a correct final state, property P004 will return False (not satisfied).

Property P004:
Pattern: Universality
Scope: Globally
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P: RM-Ready.EXECUTE, UTFANT == PLANT
and FELMED == EMPTY

The Existence pattern is suitable when checking if an erroneous state can
be reached. In this case study, rule RTP-ActualDifferenceReached executes
when the sum of the number of planned items and current status is too high
compared to a maximal value. If there is some interaction or race condition
in the model causing RTP-ActualDifferenceReached to execute, P405 will
return True (satisfied).

Property P405:
Pattern: Existence
Scope: Globally
P : RTP-ActualDifferenceReached.EXECUTE

After verifying that each rule executes correctly in a given scenario,
relations between rules were verified by using more expressive verification
patterns. In addition to the patterns listed in (Ericsson 2008), the following
properties exemplifies how requirements were identified and transformed to
properties and verified in scenario 1-4:

Requirement1 Rules producing derived production order shall not be
executed when production order is created and the producer type is
PROD.
Property verifying requirement 1 (Expected result = true):
Pattern: P is Absent Between R and S
Predicate P: Rule TurHProdStart.EXECUTE
Predicate R: Rule RequestForProductionOrder.EXECUTE
Predicate S: Rule RM-Ready.EXECUTE

Requirement2 Each reading of a telegram results in a correct final state
(Expected result = true):
Pattern: P respond to Q
Predicate P: Rule RM-Ready.EXECUTE
Predicate Q: E-ReadNewTelegram.OCCUR

Requirement3 The rule RMD-CheckGenerateDeliveryorder must always
be executed before rule RMD-GenerateDeliveryOrder (Expected result
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= true):
Pattern: P is Absent before Q
Predicate P: RMD-GenerateDeliveryOrder.OCCUR
Predicate Q: RMD-CheckGenerateDeliveryorder.OCCUR

7.5.3 A Fictive Scenario

The high-level behavior of TUR has a rule-based semantic, i.e. the behavior
can be described as ECA rules. The low-level behavior executes sequential
code or complex SQL expressions that does not have a rule-based semantics.
However, if REX were extended with more powerful support for generating
SQL expressions, then these expressions could be generated to the action
parts of rules.

Assuming that a complete model of TUR is specified in REX and that the
model uses a complete representation of the database, users of TUR were
asked if REX could contribute to the management of TUR. The primary
use identified by the employees was to find the future time point when the
production run out of sub-items.

Requirement Periodically, TUR runs in simulated mode to check feasi-
bility of planning 18-19000 engines ahead. The aim of running the
simulation is to find the time when we run out of sub-items. A property
to check is ”at what time is the number of items of type X equal to
0”. REX does not give specific return values, however, pattern P can
be used to check if ”nr of X == 0” can be reached and the time can
be found in the trace returned by Uppaal.
Pattern: P Exists
Predicate P: nr of X == 0

In addition, the employees identified that it would be useful to check the
effect of changes, for example, to change the time it takes to perform different
task, include breaks for workers, check the effects of missing or inconsistent
data in specific tables, etc. Given a complete model of the system and a
complete set of verification properties, such changes can be performed in
the model without affecting the actual system. After changing the model,
the properties are run and users can check whether the change resulted in a
difference in behavior.
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7.6 Case study Results

The result of the case study is presented with respect to the research
questions stated in section 7.2.4.

Question Q1

Is it possible to model the high-level behavior of the case study object as a set
of rules in REX?

Section 7.3 describes how rules were developed from the semantics of the
existing source code. The developed model concerns the high-level behavior
of TUR focusing on how different ordering algorithms are executed based on
contents of incoming telegrams and values in database tables. Hence, the
answer to question Q1 is yes.

Question Q2

Can REX be used to formulate requirement questions to verify a model of
TUR?

Section 7.5 presents how scenarios and properties are combined to fulfill
the criteria that each rule should be verified at least once. Examples of how
correctness of relations between rules can be verified are presented in section
7.5.2. Hence, the answer to question Q2 is yes.

Question Q3

Is it possible to perform model-checking of the behavior of TUR in REX?
Given the results of research questions Q1 and Q2 together with the fact

that all the specified verification properties were possible to check in REX,
the answer to question Q3 is yes. Note that the result of Q1 and Q2 does
not provide a proof of correctness of the system behavior. The results only
shows that it is possible to perform verification of a system of industrial size,
i.e. it is possible to run the questions presented in section 7.5 on the model
presented in section 7.3. The issue of whether the model is correct or not
is also dependent on selection of scenarios and characteristics of verification
properties.
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Question Q4

Is it possible to improve the maintenance process of an existing system using
REX?

Given the discussion in section 7.5.3, a formal model of a system with a
user friendly interface and ability to check different types of properties are
appealing to developers.

The discussion referred to in section 7.5.3 indicate that users would find
a tool, such as REX, useful in the maintenance process of TUR. However,
this discussion does not give any scientific evidence that this is true in the
general case. Hence, the answer to question Q4 is that it is possible that
REX would improve the maintenance process of an existing system.

7.6.1 Discussion

The verification properties used in this project check the correctness of each
rule in the specified scenarios. However, the fact that two different rules
always executes in a scenario does not necessarily mean that the behavior of
the system is correct. First, the rules may behave differently in a different
scenario. Secondly, it may be the case that rule R1 is required to execute
before rule R2 for a correct result. Some examples of how such expressions
can be stated are presented in 7.5.2. The test criteria that each rule should
be tested at least once for each outcome of the condition evaluation can be
generalized as a general criteria for all different rule sets while criteria for
testing relations between rules are application dependent.

7.6.2 Project experience

The experience of using REX for modeling a system larger than toy-size
pin-pointed abilities of REX that are useful in a tool for modeling rules.
However, it also revealed some areas where REX can be improved. The
following subsections discuss what features a modeling tool for rule-based
system needs to support, based on experiences gained from this project.

Performance

Previous experiments (see section 6.4) has shown that the performance of
REX and Uppaal is heavily dependent on the level of non-determinism in
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Item type Amount
Rules 63
Primitive Events 50
Complex events conjunction 8
Complex events disjunction 4
Data objects 30
Database tables 12

Table 7.1: Summary of TUR model.

the model. A summary of the number and types of rules and events included
in the rule model of TUR is shown in Table 7.1.

The model of TUR consists of 63 rules, 12 complex events, 50 primitive
events, 30 data objects and 45 event parameters separated on different
events. Some of the complex events are composed by other complex event
in an event hierarchy. One of the complex events (CE StartTurProd) with
depth three, and four of the complex events have depth two.

Additionally, the model consist of 12 modeled database tables with 5
rows filled with values. 20 of the actions performed by the rules consist of
a function modeling an SQL SELECT expression over one or more of the
modeled tables.

Each property verified in scenarios is verified in less than 1 second
implying that even if the model is complex for a human user, the behavior
has a low level of non-determinism in each scenario. The main reason
why the verification performs so well in this model is that the scenario is
deterministic. Each scenario tests the input of one type of message, there
are no tests on different types of events occurring in non-deterministic order,
which would cause a state space explosion.

One can argue that reducing the number of checked initial states to 20
is more testing than model-checking. However, the model-checker can still
find erroneous traces that would have been unrevealed by a testing approach
although some errors might be uncovered. Since checking for all different
initial database states is impossible, one has to put a lot of effort in finding
a representative set of initial database states in systems like TUR.
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Support for automatic verification

Support for verification is the main aim of the REX tool. The ability to
formulate and run verification questions in every stage of the modeling phase,
even when the system is not yet executable, is invaluable when designing a
set of rules. The developer needs to think very hard about the behavior
of the system to be able to formulate verification expressions and define
expected results. By running the expressions in the verifier, the developer
retrieves feedback about whether the set of rules behave as intended. If an
error is introduced at some stage of development it may be revealed when
the verifier is executed.

During the case study, the ability to model-check the behavior of the
model in Uppaal was repeatedly used. The experience from this approach
is that several errors were detected immediately after entering the model.

As an example, a new rule R1 was introduced in the model. The action
part of R1 generate event E1, E1 triggers rule R2 which is perfectly right.
However, E1 is also the initiator of the complex event E3. The fact that E1

initiates E3 was not observed by the developer, but revealed in the model-
checker since it found an execution path where rules triggered by E3 could
execute in wrong order due to R1.

Lots of research concerning analysis of whether a set of rules is
terminating or not exists within the area of active databases (Bailey
et al. 2004, Aiken et al. 1995, Baralis et al. 1998). However, when a complex
system, such as TUR, is modeled where the rules are heavily interacting with
each other, having guarantees for termination and confluence is not sufficient.
The issue of ensuring that the system behaves as intended requires that
application specific properties can be verified iteratively during development.
If verification is performed for the first time when the model is finished, the
errors may be hard to correct in a rule-based system with interacting rules.
The complexity of the behavior of the rule base quickly increases with the
size of the rule base and if the rules are interacting with each other it is
complicated to change a rule without causing undesirable side-effects.

Support for simulating rule behavior

REX uses Uppaal to retrieve step by step information about the execution.
Each step is a step of execution in the timed automata representation of the
rule set. The information is parsed to rules and events before it is presented
to the user. REX supports the ability to exclude single rules and events or
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groups of rules and events from being visualized in the simulator in order
to focus the simulation on specific items. In each step, the user can choose
which rule to execute in the next step. Additionally, traces retrieved from
executing a verification expression can be visualized in the simulator.

The simulator in REX provided good support for understanding the
behavior of TUR during the case study. However, with the amount of
rules that exists in the TUR model, it is hard to follow the behavior of
all rules simultaneously. REX shows the state of each rule in each step in a
separate color coded swim-lane. The swim-lanes are organized horizontally
and scrolling is required to view all rules. The solution is good if the user
want to follow the behavior of one or a group of rules, however, it is hard to
grasp the behavior of the entire rule set.

Support for modeling

In the current version of REX, relations between rules are shown in a tree
structure. However, the tree structure is insufficient when rules are triggered
by complex events. A more powerful visualization ability is desirable. For
example, a modeling section based on UML-A (Berndtsson & Calestam 2003)
where connection of rules and events are shown in a model based on UML or
a triggering graph extended with ability to model complex events. Currently,
when using REX with rules and complex events, the developer needs to draw
the triggering relations manually or in an additional tool to get an overview
of the structure of the rule set.

Express Else statements

In some cases it is desirable to express that a rule should execute action A1

if the condition C is true and action A2 if condition C is false. However,
REX does not support this ability. The developer must specify two different
rules R1 and R2 triggered by the same event. R1 executes A1 if C is true
and R2 executes A2 if 6 C is true.

Compiler

Currently, REX maintain relations between all items in the rule set if the
actions consist of assignments specified using the guide in REX.

However, by using the ability to write functions in the language
supported by Uppaal, REX can be used for modeling, for example, simple
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SQL expressions or any code possible to write in Uppaal. The function
written in REX is simply copied to the function ability in Uppaal. This
means that no relations are maintained between the data-objects used in
functions and other items. A good parser could be useful for maintaining
the relations and a compiler could stop, for example, syntax errors in the
code written in REX from being revealed first when the model is transformed
to Uppaal.

7.6.3 Summary

This chapter presents results from a case study where the tool REX is used
to model and verify the high-level behavior of the system TUR. REX acts as
a rule-based front-end to the timed automata case-tool Uppaal. Models
specified in REX are automatically transformed to a timed automaton
representation of the set of rules to enable model-checking of the rule set.

The experience from the case study teaches us that iteratively verifying
the behavior of a rule base during development is a good approach for coping
with the high degree of complexity stemming from a large set of interacting
rules supporting, for example, complex events and event parameters.

The benefits of using a front-end is that the user can model in a high-
level language close the actual programming language. The feedback and
the simulator is based on rules and events, not on states and transitions.
Additionally, preprocessing of the rule set can be performed, potentially
reducing the search space for the model-checker. This is possible with a
front-end tool that holds all relations between all items in the model.

We argue that the approach of creating high-level tools to existing formal
analysis tools is a viable way of providing developers with paradigm specific
analysis tools. The work of creating and analyzing the formal specification
is dramatically reduced while all benefits of the original tool remains.
Additionally, by utilizing knowledge of the specific paradigm, preprocessing
of the specification may be performed to optimize the specification.
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Chapter 8

Related work

The work in this thesis is related to work within rule analysis, tool support for
specifying ECA rules, formal methods and high-level property specification.
In this chapter, previous works are presented that are closely related to the
work in this thesis. In section 8.1, previous research concerning rule analysis
is presented. Section 8.2 presents related tools for analyzing rules and section
8.3 presents previous work in raising the abstraction level to facilitate the
use of formal methods.

8.1 Analyzing rule behavior

Analyzing the behavior of ECA rules and event composition has got a lot
of attention in different research communities. Specifically, much work was
performed in the area of active databases during the period 1990-1998. A
large percentage of the research concerning rule analysis in active databases
focused on termination and confluence. Additionally, most work concerned
rules triggered by primitive events.

Lately, the paradigm of rule-based systems is reconsidered in, for
example, the area of complex event processing (CEP). However, in the area
of CEP, termination and confluence are seldom discussed and complex events
have got a lot of attention.

113
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8.1.1 Rule analysis in active databases

A large body of research has been performed in the area of analyzing whether
the execution of a set of rules can be guaranteed to terminate (Aiken
et al. 1995, Tschudi, Urban, Dietrich & Karadimce 1997, Vaduva, Gatziu
& Dittrich 1997b, Baralis & Widom 2000). However, a complete prediction
of the interactions in a set of ECA rules is identified to be an undecidable
problem (Vaduva 1999, Falkenroth 2000, Bailey et al. 2004). It is impossible
to assert with certainty whether an interaction between rules will take place
considering all database states and all possible action statements. This is
why an approach for ensuring if a set of rules will always terminate or not has
to contain some restriction, or simplification of the problem, for example to
exclude the state of the database in the analysis, or to raise the abstraction
of the analysis (Vaduva 1999).

The work of Vaduva is focusing on termination analysis in expressive
rule languages (Vaduva et al. 1997b). The main idea is that the rules in the
rule base are divided into two different sets. The first set contains rules that
are dependent on outside event occurrences to be triggered. These rules are
identified to be irrelevant for termination analysis because even if they never
terminate, it can not be considered as faulty rule behavior.

Rules in the second set may be triggered by the execution of other rules.
The aim of the termination analysis is to avoid that rules in the second set
are triggering each other indefinitely. For this purpose, a tool is implemented
which investigates the characteristics of triggering graphs.

The work by Vaduva (Vaduva et al. 1997b) is related since it addresses
the termination problem for complex events. A lot of work is performed by
analyzing termination in rule sets where the rules are triggered by primitive
events. However, there is less work on the even more complex task of
analyzing termination in a set of rules triggered by complex events. However,
the work by Vaduva (Vaduva et al. 1997b) does only address the correctness
of the rule sets behavior in termination aspects. The issue if the behavior of
the rule set corresponds to its specification is not considered.

The termination and confluence properties are also the focus in the work
of Comai and Tanca, (Comai & Tanca 2003) where rules are transformed
into a generic rule language where an analysis of the desired characteristics
is possible. The work highlights the importance of considering the divergent
behavior in different execution models.

This thesis is not explicitly focused on either termination or confluence.
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For termination, a practical approach is used. The termination analysis is
simply performed as a reachability analysis checking if a certain number
of consecutive rule triggerings can be performed. To support confluence,
priorities on rules can be introduced in the model. However, no specific
analysis method is currently introduced in the tool REX to check confluence.

Analyzing rules using Petri-Nets

An analysis approach closely related to finite automata is Petri-Nets. Rules
are previously analyzed using a Petri-Net approach (Zimmer et al. 1997,
Schlesinger & Lörincze 1997). Each rule is assumed to be individually correct
and a Petri-Net is derived from the rule description (Zimmer et al. 1997).
According to Zimmer et al. (Zimmer et al. 1997) the approach of generating
a Petri-Net model from rules has the advantage that there is no additional
specification overhead for the developers, since the analysis is performed on
the rule description.

Colored Petri Nets are used for achieving a structural model of the set of
ECA rules (Xiaoou, Medina & Chapa 2002, Schlesinger & Lörincze 1997).
The approach taken by both of these works focuses on giving a formal
definition of rules in a Petri- Net model, so each rule in the rule base is
also modeled and analyzed in the Petri-Nets.

The use of Petri-Nets for specifying rule-based applications is related
to our project since the expressive power and model checking capabilities
of Petri-Nets and timed automata with processes are comparable. The
advantage of using Colored Petri-Nets is that one model is sufficient for
expressing concurrency and several activities. However, using processes like
in Uppaal makes timed automata powerful when it comes to concurrent
activities. Additionally, the concept of processes in Uppaal is mapping well
to the model of rules and complex events. Each rule and event is modeled
as a process which is close to the implemented solution in some systems.
Additionally, mapping each rule and complex event to a separate process
enables the correctness of the behavior of each item to be verified separately.

8.2 Tools for rule analysis

One of the obstacles for using rules in practice is identified to be lack of tool
support (Diaz 1999). The following subsections present tools supporting
analysis of rules that are closely related to REX.
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8.2.1 ADBMS Tools supporting rule analysis

Tools developed to support rule-based systems within the area of ADBMS
are often tailored to a specific language or database. The analysis supported
by the tools is usually focused on the testing parts and some tools have some
support for analyzing termination. This section presents a set of tools that
are related to REX. More tools exist within the area of rule-based systems,
however, the presented tools are considered the most related.

SAMOS

The tool set for supporting rule development in SAMOS (Vaduva, Gatziu
& Dittrich 1997a) includes browser and editor for rule specification, termi-
nation analyzer and testing and explanation component. The termination
analyzer builds a relation graph where the nodes are rules and the edges are
firm, meaning that the source rule will cause execution of the target rule,
or potential, meaning that the source rule may cause execution of the target
rule. If a circle is found only consisting of firm edges, the set of rules will
not terminate. However, if the circle contains some potential edge, the rule
set must be further analyzed to check if the set of rules may not terminate.
The result of the analysis is shown as a graph (Dittrich, Fritschi, Gatziu,
Geppert & Vaduva 2003). The testing tools in SAMOS considers execution
of rule sequences based on test cases and the explanation tool has support
for visualizing traces of execution.

The tool kit provided for SAMOS is complementary to REX. The
termination analysis in REX is taking the idea of relation graphs a
step further by running the rules included in a circular relation in the
model-checker. Additionally, the testing facilities in SAMOS could be
complemented with the formal analysis provided by REX.

VITAL

VITAL is a toolbox for designing, tracing and debugging the behavior of
a set of rules (Benazet, Guehl & Bouzeghoub 1995). The tool set can be
considered as a pragmatic approach to termination and confluence analysis.

The set of static analysis tools in VITAL consists of a rule parser and
activation graph generator and a graphics browser. The activation graphs
are used to detect termination problems using a graphical representation.
The graphics browser is used to enhance the visualization of the graph by,
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for example, highlighting rules acting on specific data. The dynamic analysis
in VITAL is performed by a simulator (Benazet et al. 1995).

The VITAL toolbox focuses on the visualization part of rule analysis.
Although REX is able to simulate and visualize traces, that is not the main
focus of REX.

TriGS

TriGS provides a set of tools in order to support the whole development cycle
of an active database application (Kappel, Kramler & Retschitzegger 2001).
TriGS debugger has support for visualizing trace data for post execution
analysis and interactive rule debugging by means of breakpoints, and a replay
and simulate mechanism. The Structure Browser of TriGS has support for
visualizing active behavior in terms of rules and their event selectors together
with the passive behavior in form of a class hierarchy tree. TriGS has support
for a simple kind of event simulation by allowing events to be replayed.

8.2.2 CEP Tools supporting rule analysis

In opposite to tools produced within the area of ADBMS, mostly represent-
ing research prototypes, all of the CEP tools are commercial tools. The
drawback is that the literature concerning these tools are based on white-
papers. It is also obvious that the aim of the CEP vendors is to provide fast
and expressive engines, not powerful analysis tools to analyze the design.
However, most vendors provide means for testing (e.g. Aleri , Coral8),
logging traces of execution for simulation (Amit).

8.2.3 Summary of related tools

The tools identified to be related to REX are supporting different func-
tionalities. Table 8.1 gives a course summary of the capabilities of the
different tools with respect to support for modeling rules, complex events,
event parameters, ability to model time constraints (e.g. expiration times on
complex events and execution times on actions), testing facilities (including
debugging), simulator and support for formal verification. Note that the
data are retrieved from a literature study and not from running the actual
tools.
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Capability Tool REX SAMOS VITAL TRIGS
Rules Yes Yes Yes Yes
Complex Events Yes Yes No Yes
Event parameters Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time constraints Yes No No No
Testing No Yes No Yes
Simulator Yes Yes Yes Yes
Formal verification Yes No No No

Table 8.1: Summary modeling and analysis capability of related tools.

8.3 Model transformation

Model transformation is a research area of its own. However, for this thesis it
is interesting to relate to work performed on transforming traditional models,
such as UML, into formal models and transformations concerning rule-based
models.

8.3.1 UML to Formal methods

The potential benefits of using a formal method is not utilized in its full
power in practice. The reason for this may be the gap between practice
oriented CASE tools and sophisticated mathematical tools (Varró, Varró &
Pataricza 2002).

The VIATRA framework, (Varró et al. 2002, Csertán, Huszerl, Majzik,
Pap, Pataricza & Varró 2002) aims to provide automatic transformation
between UML models and formal verification tools. The intent is to integrate
a number of formal analysis tools with UML to make formal methods
available for users without thorough knowledge of underlying mathematics.
Transformations between UML and the target model is defined in form of
transformation rules correlating individual UML notation elements with the
target notation. The transformers are automatically derived from the rules
by using graph transformations. The entire transformation framework is
hidden from the user (Csertán et al. 2002).

Unlike VIATRA, the approach for REX is to provide transformation
from a paradigm specific high-level language to a formal analysis tool. The
benefit of targeting a specific paradigm, such as rules, is that the high-level
language is easy to learn for practitioners used to rules. Additionally, the
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transformation can be optimized with respect to specific characteristics, such
as rule triggerings and the results of the analysis can be presented in the well
known format of triggered rules and events.

8.3.2 Rule transformation

The rule-based modeling-language URML (Gross 2007) is a solution for
visually modeling rules using an extended UML notation. The UML class
diagram is extended to contain circles, modeling rules while events and
conditions are represented as incoming arrows and outgoing arrows denote
actions (Gross 2007).

In order to support interchangeability between different rule systems,
an algorithm is constructed supporting transformation from URML to the
rule markup language R2ML (Wagner, Giurca & Lukichev n.d.). R2ML
is designed to support rule interchange between different languages and
systems within the semantic web.

In REX, the modeling of rules is reusing ideas from development tools
such as NetBeans and JBuilder, instead of a modeling notation, such as
UML. We believe that the approach with tables and trees is more productive
for developing rules than a UML-like notation. However, even if tables and
trees may be better for specifying rules in a development tool, the notation
of URML may be advantageous during discussions with stake holders and for
communicating the design of the rule base between developers in a similar
way as UML has its advantages in those areas.

8.3.3 Patterns in formal languages

Patterns were initially developed for reusing clever design and coding
solutions (Gamma, Helm, Johnson & Vlissides 1994). Lately, patterns are
introduced to raise the abstraction level of formal methods. The intent
of introducing patterns is to make formal methods more usable by raising
the abstraction level and provide templates of common specification units.
The templates are instantiated with variables specific for each specification,
releasing developers from inventing commonly used specification constructs
from scratch (Dwyer et al. 1999). In this thesis, the operator patterns
defined in (Dwyer et al. 1998) are utilized as a base for defining constructs
for specifying property patterns defined in terms of rules and events.

The work of (Gruhn & Laue 2005) extends the patterns defined in (Dwyer
et al. 1998) to allow reasoning about time conditions. Introducing ability
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to specify time conditions allows specification of real-time conditions. In
REX, time constraints can be expressed by using clock variables in predicate
expressions. However, no explicit formalism is defined for expressing time
constraints in REX.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Summary

The behavior of rule-based applications is known to be hard to analyze.
Nevertheless, the paradigm of rules and complex event occurrences are
attractive to a number of applications. This is due to their ability to react
to events occurring in arbitrary order and the ability to change the behavior
by simply changing, adding or removing a rule.

Some tools exist for testing rule-based systems, additionally, vendors of
CEP systems usually provide testing facilities tailored to their CEP engine.
However, we argue that developers of rule-based applications can benefit
from complementing testing with formal analysis. By using a formal method,
errors can be prevented from being introduced in the system in an early stage
of development. Additionally, a formal analysis can guarantee, for example,
that a certain state can never be reached, provided that the implementation
corresponds to the model.

In this thesis, the formal analysis technique model-checking is used to
verify specifications based on rules and complex events. Guidelines are
developed for how to model and analyze application specific properties
in Uppaal. Additionally, in order to facilitate the process of building
and analyzing specifications, a rule-based front-end, REX, is developed.
REX automatically transforms the specified rules to a timed automata
representation of the rule set, seamlessly controls the model-checker in
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Uppaal and returns the result to the user in terms of rules and events.
Hence, REX completely hides the timed automata specification from its
user providing users with limited or no knowledge of formal methods with
the ability to perform model-checking.

The performance of using this approach is tested in an experiment where
termination analysis is run on rule sets with up to 1000 rules. Additionally, a
case study is performed, validating that the ability to model rules and verify
application specific properties in REX is applicable for systems of industrial
complexity.

9.2 Fulfillment of Objectives

In Chapter 3, four objectives were identified. In the following, each objective
is presented followed by a summary of how each objective is fulfilled in this
thesis.

Objective 1: Provide guidelines for modeling rules in Uppaal

Chapter 4 presents timed automata templates and guidelines for how
to model a system built as complex events and rules in Uppaal. These
guidelines can be utilized to model rules without any tool support or to build
a new tool, perhaps using a different model-checker. The idea to model each
complex event and rule in a separate automaton and let them communicate
through channels can be reused in tools similar to Uppaal.

An approach for combining the results of (Dwyer et al. 1998) and
(Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998) for model-checking rules in timed-automata
is presented. The approach includes a set of templates modeling expressions
of property patterns. The patterns can be instantiated in a tool enabling au-
tomatic transformation of verification properties from a high-level language
to CTL and a test-automaton.

The guidelines for how to specify properties based on the property
patterns presented in (Dwyer et al. 1998) can be reused for verifying systems
not specified as rules. The predicates that are introduced in the property
templates do not have to be expressed in terms of rules or events. The results
of Objective 1 have been reported in (Ericsson et al. 2007) and (Ericsson
et al. 2003).
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Objective 2: Provide a CASE tool implementing the guidelines

Chapter 5 presents the prototype tool REX. The tool REX provides
seamless support for specifying and verifying application specific requirement
properties in the timed automata model-checking tool Uppaal. REX hides
the complexity of the timed automata specification for the user.

The approach of building a paradigm specific front-end to a formal CASE
tool may be a viable way to increase the use of formal methods in practice.
Besides the actual product REX, the tool also contributes with a proof of
concept that building a paradigm specific front-end to a formal CASE tool
is feasible. The results of Objective 2 have been presented in (Ericsson &
Berndtsson 2007).

Objective 3: Perform experiments and reduce state-space

Chapter 6 explains how systems based on rules and complex events can
be formally analyzed using our approach. The main contribution is the
approach for verifying application specific properties. The properties are
constructed by instantiating predefined property patterns with user defined
predicates. The predicates are defined in terms of rules and events.

In addition to application specific predicates, termination can be an-
alyzed using a practical approach of limiting the number of allowed
consecutive triggerings. An example is presented where a set of possible non-
terminating rules are shown to be terminating when knowledge of execution
times on actions is included in the model. Hence, introducing knowledge of
execution times enhances the precision of termination analysis.

In order to reduce the search space for the model-checker, an algorithm
for preprocessing the model in order to reduce the number of rules and events
transformed to Uppaal is developed and implemented. The algorithm
utilizes the knowledge of relations between rules provided by REX to remove
events and rules that will not affect the outcome of the analysis.

An experiment was performed in order to study the performance of our
approach. In the context of the experiment, models with up to 1000 rules
were analyzed for termination. Measurements were performed monitoring
how time and memory consumption depend on the number of rules in the
analyzed models. The experiment showed good performance for termination
analysis on up to 1000 rules.

The results of the experiment show that a rule-based system, that
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appears to be very complex for a human user, is possible to verify
in a model-checker given that the environment does not contain too
much non-determinism. However, for a non-deterministic environment
where, for example, n events are allowed to occur in any order, the
environment automaton alone gives rise to n! different execution orders.
Such environments cause a state space explosion where it is impossible to
perform a thorough search through all the states of the model.

A graphical simulator is provided allowing the user to manually analyze
the execution. The model-checker in Uppaal is the engine of the simulator,
allowing the simulator to be run before executable rules are created.

The results of Objective 3 have been presented in (Ericsson & Berndtsson
2006) and (Ericsson et al. 2008).

Objective 4: Validate approach in a case study

Chapter 7 presents a case study performed to validate the feasibility of
using REX to model and analyze a system of industrial complexity. The
resulting model contained 63 interacting rules and complex events together
with 12 modeled database tables. The environment was deterministic and
all property expressions were verified in less than one second.

The experience from using REX in the case study showed that iteratively
verifying the behavior of the rule set helped the user to cope with the
complexity of developing a large set of interacting rules. Repeatedly utilizing
the simulator together with the ability to model-check the rules reduces the
risk of introducing errors in the model. In a rule based system where rules are
heavily interacting with each other, changing or introducing a rule may have
undesirable side-effects implying that checks should preferably be performed
after each change.

The results of Objective 4 have been presented in (Ericsson et al. 2008)
and (Ericsson 2008).

9.3 Discussion

This thesis provides developers with means to ensure that certain properties
of the rule set are satisfied and remain satisfied if a rule is changed, removed
or introduced in the system. We argue that developers of rule-based systems
can take advantage of the results of this thesis to increase the quality of their
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software. The presented approach for formally analyzing a set of rules can be
used as a complement to other verification approaches, such as, testing and
checking traces of execution. The approach provides means for detecting
design errors, such as, correctness of complex event composition, order of
rule execution and termination.

The tool prototype REX is developed to support the theoretical results
of this thesis. The high-level language supported by REX is not tailored
to a specific rule language. The intent is to subsume a large set of rule-
based languages. Each operator in each consumption policy is transformed
to a separate automaton modeling the behavior of that operator. Hence,
as long as the behavior of an event operator can be represented as a timed
automaton, it can be included in REX.

A drawback of using Uppaal for analyzing event composition in, for
example, chronicle context where an event history needs to be maintained is
that Uppaal only provides static arrays. The size of the history with events
and their attached parameters and clocks must be predefined. It is possible
to use arrays as bounded buffers since events that are used or invalidated
can be overwritten, however, the size of the bounded buffer is still static.

Additionally, in timed automata CASE tools, such as Uppaal, the
computing power needed for automatic model checking is heavily dependent
on the number of states and clocks in the specification. Depending on
the problem to be verified, the composition can be verified for a non-
deterministic sequence of event occurrences or a totally, or partly, ordered
event sequence. Performing model checking on an ordered event sequence
drastically limits the search space for the model-checker compared to if the
sequence of occurring events is non-deterministic. However, it also reduces
the ability to find errors caused by occurrence orders.

The approach for analyzing rules supports combinations of the property
patterns presented in (Dwyer et al. 1998) and application specific predicates.
The approach provides a structured method for defining application specific
verification properties for rule-based systems. However, relying only on the
patterns for property verification has a price, the ease of use is a trade-off
against expressiveness of properties. If practitioners write CTL properties
directly in Uppaal and construct test automata themselves, practitioners
may construct properties that are more complex and expressive than what
is supported by our approach. However, writing CTL expressions and test-
automata is an error prone task (Luca Aceto & Larsen. 1998) which requires
that the practitioner fully understands the generated timed automaton
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model.
According to (Dwyer et al. 1999), the property patterns cover 92 percent

of the properties that practitioners tend to write for finite-automata models.
However, the defined patterns are not enough for the purpose of verifying
all useful properties of CEP systems. Previous work has been performed
in both extending (Paun & Chechik 1999, Gruhn & Laue 2006, Chechik &
Paun 1999) and fine tune (Smith, Avrunin, Clarke & Osterweil 2002) the
patterns defined in (Dwyer et al. 1998) for specific needs. For CEP systems
with ability to define time properties such as expiration times and delays,
the patterns obviously need to be extended with time properties, for example
as proposed in (Gruhn & Laue 2006).

The event language supported in this thesis is to a large extent inspired
by Snoop (Chakravarthy & Mishra 1994). The intent of REX is to serve as a
platform for implementing ideas for automatic verification subsuming a large
set of event languages. Snoop serves as a starting point since it contains
a set of commonly used operators and well defined consumption policies.
However, the supported language can be extended with any operator whose
behavior can be expressed as a separate timed automaton that follows the
communication guidelines.

9.4 Future Work

The approach for utilizing timed automata for analyzing rule-based specifi-
cations presented in this thesis can be extended in several ways. The future
work of this thesis includes both practical and theoretical work.

Avoid state space explosions When the environment is non-deterministic,
i.e. a set of events can occur at any time in any order, it gives rise
to a state space explosion. This implies that it is hard for the model-
checker to search through the entire state space. In such cases, the
memory consumption is a big issue. One solution to this problem is
to introduce slicing of the model and trade of memory consumption
with time consumption (i.e. instead of running one model n times, n
models are run 1 time each). One idea is to invent an algorithm that,
based on the characteristics of the model, slices the model into several
models with less non-determinism without loosing any information.
One solution is to create one model for each permutation of event
occurrences stemming from the environment. However, this is a brute
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force solution which, in some cases, would cause a very large number
of models. A future work is to investigate whether it is possible to
develop the slicing algorithm and if it can be optimized to perform
better than the ”brute force” approach.

A second approach for reducing the search space is to utilize partial
order reduction (H̊akansson & Pettersson 2007). Partial order reduc-
tion is a technique for reducing the search space by exploiting that
some concurrent transitions result in the same state when executed in
different order.

If the set of transitions in a model M is T, a transition α ∈ T is
enabled in state s if there is a state s′ such that α(s, s′) holds. The set
of transitions enabled in s is represented by enabled(s). Using partial
order reduction, only a subset ample(s) of enabled(s) is selected. For
any given state s, the ample(s) is calculated. The calculation must
satisfy the following goals:

1. When ample(s) is used instead of enabled(s), the result must still
be correct.

2. Using ample(s) should result in a significantly smaller graph.

3. The overhead in calculating ample(s) must be reasonably small.

Previous work (Bhattacharya, German & Gopalakrishnan 2005) exists
in using partial order reduction for rule based languages. The
developed algorithms in (Bhattacharya et al. 2005) may be possible
to use in the approach presented in this thesis.

Verify transformation The transformation between REX and Uppaal is
performed by a method that enables detailed testing of each trans-
formed unit. Additionally, the integration between the transformed
automata is thoroughly tested.

Further, a formal verification of that the behavior of rules and events
specified in REX corresponds to the behavior modeled in Uppaal is
performed for the complex event type non-occurrence (Ericsson 2006).
Verifying the transformation of each rule and event type can be
performed in a similar way. However, verifying that interactions
between rules and events behave as in a specific target engine still
remains to be performed.
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Increase expressiveness The expressiveness of REX and the automata
patterns can be extended in several ways, for example, increasing
number of operators supported to include operators more suitable for
CEP applications, such as Amit (Adi & Etzion 2004). For database
applications it is interesting to introduce different coupling modes and
interval semantics. Further, rules can be modeled to behave in different
ways depending on the execution model of the target system.

Improve simulator Previous research has identified the problem of graph-
ically viewing large rule sets. The solution for viewing rules in this
thesis is not optimal. However, the approach of retrieving the execution
trace from a model-checker is new (for rule-based systems) and can
be used to improve simulators for rule-based systems. In the work
of (Coupaye, Roncancio, Bruley & Larramona 1997), Vizar, a 3D
approach for showing rules is presented where rules can be shown
in different levels of abstraction. The difference between the work
performed in this thesis and Vizar is that the simulation in this
work can be performed stepwise while Vizar displays an existing trace
file. However, the visualization technique of Vizar is attractive and a
candidate for extending the work in this thesis.

Generate executable rules An obvious extension to the current version
of REX is to generate executable rules to specific platforms. This is
a practical work, however, with such a generator, lots of interesting
experiments could be performed on executing systems.

Improve scenario editor The scenario editor in REX can be refined to
generate environments based on certain user specified criteria. For
example, that events of type E1 can only occur between 8 o’clock and
12 o’clock, or that events of type E2 may come with a close interval
while events of type E3 always have an interval of at least time t. The
number of ways to create the environment automaton is huge and what
is needed is application specific.

Transform to other analysis tool The editor in REX provides means for
specifying rules, events and properties. Additionally, the simulator
shows the behavior of rules and events.

According to (Bowen & Hinchey 2006), applications often need a
combination of languages to address all aspects of a complex system.
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Enabling model-checking in timed automata is suitable for analyzing
the high-level behavior and timing constraints of the system. Other
languages or methods are better suited for other system aspects, such
as structural aspects, system performance or lower-level behavior.
REX can be extended to support transformation to other tools and
languages to provide a more complete analysis.

The prototype tool REX can be improved in a number of ways by
extending the entire tool or just reusing part of the implementation.
The theoretical work included in future work mainly consists of formally
verifying the correctness of the mapping algorithm, developing algorithms
for optimizing the specification, extending the expressiveness of the rule
language and performing different kinds of experiments.
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Appendix A

Timed automata templates

Chapter 4 presents guidelines and timed automata operator patterns (TOP)
for how rules and events are modeled in timed automata. In this appendix,
the set of patterns developed to model event operators are presented.

A.1 TOPs implemented in REX

The operator patterns developed in this thesis models the behavior of
complex event operators in recent and chronicle consumption policy with
and without expiration times and parameters. Each operator is presented
in a table.

A.1.1 Disjunction

For some operators, for example, for the disjunction operator shown in
Table A.1, the operator behaves identically for both recent and chronicle
consumption policy. Additionally, expiration times has no effect on the
disjunction operator.

Table A.1 exemplifies event ED1 = E1 5 E2. When an occurrence of
event type ED1 is generated, the counter ED1c, counting the number of
occurred events of type ED1 is increased.

141
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Chronicle and Recent
Disjunction(ED1 = E1 5 E2 )

Disjunction(ED5(z<E3(x)∨E4(y)>) = E3(x) 5 E4(y) )

Table A.1: TOP for Disjunction
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The event type ED5(z) = E3(x); E4(y) exemplifies the use of parameters
in the disjunction operator. Events of type E3 carries a parameter of type
x and events of type E4 carries a parameter of type y. Additionally, a filter
on events of type E3 ensures that events of type E3 are only seen by the
operator if parameter x == 1 is evaluated to true. If an event of type E3

occurs, the value of x is assigned to z, the event parameter of ED5. However,
if an event of type E4 occurs, the value of y is assigned to z.

A.1.2 Sequence

The sequence operator behaves differently in recent and chronicle
consumption policy. In Table A.1.2, event type ES1 = E1; E2 shows the
TOP for sequence in chronicle consumption policy without parameters or
expiration time. Event type ES2 = E1; E2 shows the TOP for sequence in
recent consumption policy without parameters or expiration time.

Event type ES3 = E1; < exp10 > E2 shows sequence in chronicle
consumption policy with expiration time and ES4 = E1; < exp10 > E2

shows sequence in recent consumption policy with expiration time. In event
type ES5(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) = E3(x); E4(y) and ES6(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) = E3(x); E4(y),
parameters are included in the TOP. Additionally, event type E3 has a filter
ensuring that event occurrences of type E3 will only be identified if x == 1.

A.1.3 Conjunction

Table A.1.3 shows the TOPs for the conjunction operator. As for
sequence, the left column shows the patterns for chronicle consumption
policy and the right column shows the patterns for recent consumption
policy. The first row is without parameters and expiration times, the second
row is with expiration times and the third row with EC5(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) =
E3(x) 4E4(y) and EC6(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) = E3(x) 4E4(y) represents conjunction
with parameters.
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Sequence Chronicle Sequence Recent
ES1 = E1; E2 ES2 = E1; E2

ES3 = E1; < exp10 > E2 ES4 = E1; < exp10 > E2

ES5(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) ES6(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>)

Table A.2: TOP for Sequence
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Conjunction Chronicle Conjunction Recent
EC1 = E1 4E2 EC2 = E1 4 E2

Initial

Triggered

Composing1 Composing2Middle

Check2

E1?
OiE1++,
EC1state=COMPOSING

E1?
OiE1++

E2?

EC1state=COMPOSING,
OtE2++

E2?
OtE2++

E2?
OtE2++

E1?
OiE1++IiE1++,ItE2++,

EC1c++

EC1!

OiE1>IiE1
EC1state=COMPOSING

OtE2>ItE2
EC1state=COMPOSING

OiE1==IiE1 &&
OtE2==ItE2

Initial

Triggered

Composing1

Composing2Composing3

Check1

E1?
EC2state=COMPOSING

E1?

E2?
EC2state=COMPOSING

E2?

E2? E1?

EC2state=COMPOSING,
EC2c++

EC2!

E1? E2?

EC3 = E14 < exp10 > E2 EC4 = E14 < exp10 > E2

Initial

Triggered

Composing1
E1iclock[IiE1]<=EXP

Composing2
E2tclock[ItE2]<=EXP

Middle

Check2

E1?
E1iclock[OiE1%PAR]=0,
OiE1++,
EC3state=COMPOSING

E1?

E1iclock[OiE1%PAR]=0,
OiE1++

OiE1==IiE1+1 && 
E1iclock[IiE1%PAR]>=EXP

IiE1++OiE1>IiE1+1 && 
E1iclock[IiE1%PAR]>=EXP
IiE1++

E2?
EC3state=COMPOSING,
OtE2++,
E2tclock[OtE2%PAR]=0

E2?
OtE2++,
E2tclock[OtE2%PAR]=0

OtE2==ItE2+1 &&
E2tclock[ItE2%PAR]>=EXP
ItE2++

OtE2>ItE2+1 &&
E2tclock[ItE2%PAR]>=EXP

ItE2++

E2?

OtE2++

E1?

OiE1++

IiE1++,ItE2++,
EC3c++

EC3!

OiE1>IiE1

EC3state=COMPOSING

OtE2>ItE2

EC3state=COMPOSING

OiE1==IiE1 &&
OtE2==ItE2

Initial

Triggered

Composing1
E1iclock<=EXP

Composing2

E2tclock<=EXP

Composing3 E2tclock<=EXP && 
E1iclock<=EXP

Check1

E1?
E1iclock=0,
EC4state=COMPOSING

E1?
E1iclock=0

E2?
E2tclock=0,
EC4state=COMPOSING

E2?
E2tclock=0

E2?
E2tclock=0

E1?
E1iclock=0EC4state=COMPOSING,

EC4c++

EC4!

E1?
E1iclock=0

E2?
E2tclock=0

E1iclock>=EXP
E2tclock>=EXP

E1iclock>=EXP &&
E2tclock>=EXP

E1iclock>=EXP E2tclock>=EXP

EC5(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) EC6(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>)

Initial

Triggered

Composing1 Composing2
Middle

Check2

E3?
IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x],
OiE3++,
EC5state=COMPOSING

E3?
IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]= 
E3Par[E3_x],
OiE3++

E4?
EC5state=COMPOSING,
OtE4++,
TE4Par[OtE4%PAR][E4_y]= 
E4Par[E4_y]

E4?

OtE4++,
TE4Par[OtE4%PAR][E4_y]= 
E4Par[E4_y]

E4?
OtE4++

E3?
IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]= 
E3Par[E3_x],
OiE3++

EC5Par[EC5_z]=
IE3Par[(IiE3)%PAR][E3_x]+
TE4Par[(ItE4)%PAR][E4_y],
IiE3++,ItE4++,
EC5c++

EC5!

OiE3>IiE3
EC5state=COMPOSING OtE4>ItE4

EC5state=COMPOSING

OiE3==IiE3 &&
OtE4==ItE4

Initial

Triggered

Composing1 Composing2

Composing3

Check1

E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x],
EC6state=COMPOSING

E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x]

E4?

TE4Par[E4_y]= E4Par[E4_y],
EC6state=COMPOSING

E4?
TE4Par[E4_y]= 
E4Par[E4_y]

E4?
TE4Par[E4_y]= 
E4Par[E4_y]

E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= 
E3Par[E3_x]

EC6Par[EC6_z]=
IE3Par[E3_x]+
TE4Par[E4_y],
EC6state=COMPOSING,
EC6c++

EC6!E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= 
E3Par[E3_x]

E4?
TE4Par[E4_y]= 
E4Par[E4_y]

Table A.3: TOP for Conjunction
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Non-occurrence Chronicle Non-occurrence Recent
EN1 = N(E1;E5;E2) EN2 = N(E1;E5;E2)

Initial

Triggered

Composing

E1?
OiE1++,
EN1state=COMPOSING

E1?
OiE1++

(OiE1-IiE1)>1
E5?

IiE1++

E2?

(OiE1-IiE1)==1
E5?

IiE1++,
EN1state=INITIAL

EN1!
EN1c++

OiE1>IiE1

EN1state=COMPOSING

OiE1==IiE1

Initial

TriggeredComposing

E1?

E1?

E2?

E5?
EN2!

EN3 = N(E1;E5 < exp10 >; E2) EN4 = N(E1;E5 < exp10 >; E2)
Initial

Triggered

Composing
E1iclock[IiE1]<=EXP

E1?
E1iclock[OiE1%PAR]=0 ,
OiE1++,
EN3state=COMPOSING

E1?
E1iclock[OiE1%PAR]=0 ,
OiE1++

(OiE1-IiE1)>1
E5?

IiE1++
E2?

(OiE1-IiE1)==1
E5?

IiE1++,
EN3state=INITIAL

EN3!
EN3c++

OiE1>IiE1

EN3state=COMPOSING

OiE1==IiE1

Initial

TriggeredComposingE1iclock<=EXP

E1?

E1iclock=0

E1?
E1iclock=0

E2?

E2tclock=0

E5?

EN4!
E1iclock>EXP

EN5(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) EN6(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>)

Initial

Triggered

Composing

E3?

IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]= 
 E3Par[E3_x],
OiE3++,
EN5state=COMPOSING

E3?
IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]= 
 E3Par[E3_x],
OiE3++

(OiE3-IiE3)>1

E5?
IiE3++

E4?
TE4Par[E4_y]= E4Par[E4_y]

(OiE3-IiE3)==1
E5?

IiE3++,
EN5state=INITIAL

EN5!
EN5Par[EN5_z]=
IE3Par[(IiE3)%PAR][E3_x]+
TE4Par[E4_y],
EN5c++

OiE3>IiE3

EN5state=COMPOSING

OiE3==IiE3

Initial

Triggered
Composing

E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x]

E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= 
E3Par[E3_x]

E4?
TE4Par[E4_y]= E4Par[E4_y]

E5?

EN6Par[EN6_z]=
IE3Par[E3_x]+TE4Par[E4_y]

EN6!

Table A.4: TOPs for Non-occurrence
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A.1.4 Non-occurrence

Table A.1.3 shows the TOP for non-occurrence. The table shows chronicle
consumption policy in the left column and recent consumption policy in
the right column. The first row shows the TOPs without parameters
and expiration times, the second row shows the TOPs with expiration
time and the third row with EN5(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) = N(E3(x); E5; E4(y)) and
EN6(z<E3(x)+E4(y)>) = N(E3(x); E5; E4(y)) shows the TOPs with parameters.

A.1.5 Delay

Table A.1.5 shows the TOP for the Delay operator. A delay event is
generated a specified time after another event. For example, event ED1 =
D(E1, 10) is generated 10 time units after the occurrence of an event of
type E1. Table A.1.5 shows the delay operator in chronicle and recent
consumption policy with and without parameters. It does not make sense
to have expiration times on a delay operator.

A.1.6 Sliding Window

Table A.1.6 shows TOPs for the sliding window operator. The sliding win-
dow operator does not support different consumption policies or expiration
times. The difference between different sliding window operators is the code
of the function executed when the time of the sliding window has elapsed.
The first row in Table A.1.6 shows a TOP that aggregates all parameters x
arriving with events of type E3 within MaxTime. An event of type ESW5 is
generated after the first interval MaxTime and every following time unit.
Events of type ESW5 carries the result of the aggregated x values as a
parameter named z. The code in the right column in the first row shows the
code that is executed to aggregate values of x.

The second row in Table A.1.6 shows an identical TOP besides the call
to function COUNT() instead of the call to function SUM(). The COUNT()
function count number of occurred events of type E1 during the previous
interval. The code for COUNT() is shown in the right column of the second
row in Table A.1.6.
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Delay Chronicle Delay Recent
ED1 = D(E1, 10) ED2 = D(E1, 10)

Initial

Triggered
E1iclock[IiE1%PAR]<= delay

E1?

E1iclock[OiE1%PAR]=0,
OiE1++

E1?
E1iclock[OiE1%PAR]=0,
OiE1++

E1iclock[IiE1%PAR]>=delay&&
IiE1==OiE1-1

ED1!

IiE1++,
ED1state=INITIAL,
ED1c++

E1iclock[IiE1%PAR]>=delay&&
IiE1<OiE1-1ED1!
IiE1++,
ED1c++

Initial

Triggered
E1iclock<= delay

E1?
E1iclock=0

E1?
E1iclock=0

E1iclock>=delay
ED2!

ED2state=INITIAL,
ED2c++

ED5(z<E3(x)>) = D(E3(x), 10) ED5(z<E3(x)>) = D(E3(x), 10)
Initial

Triggered
E3iclock[IiE3%PAR]<= delay

E3Par[E3_x]==1
E3?
IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]=
 E3Par[E3_x],
E3iclock[OiE3%PAR]=0,
OiE3++

E3Par[E3_x]==1
E3?
IE3Par[OiE3%PAR][E3_x]= 
E3Par[E3_x],
E3iclock[OiE3%PAR]=0,
OiE3++

E3iclock[IiE3%PAR]>=delay&&
IiE3==OiE3-1
ED5!
ED5Par[ED5_z]=
IE3Par[(IiE3)%PAR][E3_x],
IiE3++,
ED5state=INITIAL,
ED5c++

E3iclock[IiE3%PAR]>=delay&&
IiE3<OiE3-1
ED5!
ED5Par[ED5_z]=
IE3Par[(IiE3)%PAR][E3_x],
IiE3++,
ED5c++

Initial

Triggered
E3iclock<= delay

E3Par[E3_x]==1

E3?

IE3Par[E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x],
E3iclock=0

E3Par[E3_x]==1
E3?
IE3Par[E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x],
E3iclock=0

E3iclock>=delay
ED6!

ED6Par[ED6_z]=IE3Par[E3_x],
ED6state=INITIAL,
ED6c++

Table A.5: TOP for Delay operator
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Sliding Window Function
ESW5 SUM()

Initial
c<=MaxTime

Triggered

c<=tick

E3Par[E3_x]==1
E3?
time[front%PAR]=0,
IE3Par[front%PAR][E3_x]=
 E3Par[E3_x],
front++

c==MaxTime

c=0,
ESW5state=COMPOSING,
ESW5Par[ESW5_z]=SUME3x()

ESW5!

c==tick&&
time[rear%PAR]<MaxTime

E3?
time[front%PAR]=0,
IE3Par[front%PAR][E3_x]= E3Par[E3_x],
front++

time[rear%PAR]>=
MaxTime &&
rear<front
rear++

rear==front &&
c==tick

ESW5!

c=0

int SUME3x(){int r = rear%PAR;

int f = front%PAR;

int res =0;

for(i : int [0,PAR]){

 if(r<f and i>= r and i<= f )

  res = res+ IE3Par[i][E3_x];

 if(r>f and (i >= r or i<= f ))

  res = res+ IE3Par[i][E3_x];

}

return  res;

}

ESW1 COUNT()
Initial

c<=MaxTime

Triggered

c<=tick

E1?
time[front%PAR]=0,
front++

c==MaxTime

c=0,
ESW1state=COMPOSING,
ESW1Par[ESW1_z]=COUNTE1()

ESW1!

c==tick&&
time[rear%PAR]<MaxTime

E1?

time[front%PAR]=0,
front++

time[rear%PAR]>=
MaxTime &&
 rear<front

rear++

rear==front &&
c==tick

ESW1!

c=0

int COUNTE1(){int r = rear%PAR;

int f = front%PAR;

int res =0;

for(i : int [0,PAR]){

 if(r<f and i>= r and i<= f )

  res = res+1;

 if(r>f and (i >= r or i<= f ))

  res = res+1;

}

return  res;

}

Table A.6: TOP for Sliding Window
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Times
ET1(E1, 10)

Initial Triggered

OiE1<(times-1)
E1?
OiE1++

OiE1==(times-1)
E1?

ET1!
OiE1=0,
ET1c++,
ET1state=INITIAL

ET3(E1, < Exp = 10 > 10)

Initial
c<=EXP Triggered

c>=EXP
c=0,
OiE1=0

OiE1<(times-1)
E1?
OiE1++

OiE1==(times-1)
E1?

ET3!
OiE1=0,
ET3c++,
ET3state=INITIAL,
c=0

Table A.7: TOP for Times

A.1.7 Times

The times operator simply signals a complex event occurrence when a specific
event has occurred a specified number of times. Event ET1(E1, 10) shown
in Table A.1.7 generates an event of type ET1 when there are 10 unused
occurrences of type E1 in the event history. The counter OiE1 counts number
of occurred events of type E1. When an event of type ET1 is generated, OiE1

is reset.
The Times operator can be extended with expiration time. Event

ET3(E1, < Exp = 10 > 10) generates an event of type ET3 if there are 10
occurrences of type E1 within 10 time units. If the expiration time expires,
both the clock c and the counter OiE1 is reset.
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